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ABSTRACT
We explore the connection between different classes of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) and the evolution of their
host galaxies, by deriving host galaxy properties, clustering, and Eddington ratios of AGNs selected in the radio, X-
ray, and infrared (IR) wavebands. We study a sample of 585 AGNs at 0.25 < z < 0.8 using redshifts from
the AGN and Galaxy Evolution Survey (AGES). We select AGNs with observations in the radio at 1.4 GHz
from the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, X-rays from the Chandra XBoo¨tes Survey, and mid-IR from
the Spitzer IRAC Shallow Survey. The radio, X-ray, and IR AGN samples show only modest overlap, indicating
that to the flux limits of the survey, they represent largely distinct classes of AGNs. We derive host galaxy
colors and luminosities, as well as Eddington ratios, for obscured or optically faint AGNs. We also measure
the two-point cross-correlation between AGNs and galaxies on scales of 0.3–10 h−1 Mpc, and derive typical
dark matter halo masses. We find that: (1) radio AGNs are mainly found in luminous red sequence galaxies,
are strongly clustered (with Mhalo ∼ 3 × 1013 h−1 M), and have very low Eddington ratios λ  10−3; (2)
X-ray-selected AGNs are preferentially found in galaxies that lie in the “green valley” of color–magnitude space
and are clustered similar to the typical AGES galaxies (Mhalo ∼ 1013 h−1 M), with 10−3  λ  1; (3) IR
AGNs reside in slightly bluer, slightly less luminous galaxies than X-ray AGNs, are weakly clustered (Mhalo 
1012h−1 M), and have λ > 10−2. We interpret these results in terms of a simple model of AGN and galaxy
evolution, whereby a “quasar” phase and the growth of the stellar bulge occurs when a galaxy’s dark matter halo
reaches a critical mass between ∼ 1012 and 1013 M. After this event, star formation ceases and AGN accretion
shifts from radiatively efficient (optical- and IR-bright) to radiatively inefficient (optically faint, radio-bright) modes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is increasing evidence that the evolution of galaxies
is related to the evolution of their supermassive black holes
(SMBHs), which primarily grow through accretion of mate-
rial as active galactic nuclei (AGNs). This connection between
galaxies and SMBHs is suggested by the observed tight correla-
tion between SMBH and galaxy bulge masses (e.g., Magorrian
et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000),
and the similar redshift evolution of star formation and AGN
activity (e.g., Madau et al. 1996; Ueda et al. 2003). Galax-
ies show a well-established bimodality in color that separates
blue, generally disk-dominated, star-forming galaxies (the “blue
cloud”) from red, generally bulge-dominated galaxies (the “red
sequence”; see, e.g., Strateva et al. 2001; Blanton 2006; Faber
et al. 2007, and references therein). Recent work has suggested
that AGNs may play a crucial role in the origin of this bi-
modality, and particularly the quenching of star formation in
blue galaxies and their transition to the red sequence (e.g.,
Hopkins et al. 2006a; Croton et al. 2006; Khalatyan et al.
2008).
Valuable clues to the associated evolution of galaxies and
AGNs come from the properties of AGN hosts. It is well-
established that radio AGNs are most commonly found in
massive early-type galaxies (e.g., Yee & Green 1987; Best
et al. 2005), and that a majority of bright local ellipticals
show low-power nuclear radio sources (Sadler et al. 1989).
Among optically selected AGNs, Kauffmann et al. (2003a)
found that low-redshift, low-luminosity AGNs reside in massive
galaxies with generally old stellar populations, and that the
stellar population becomes younger for galaxies with increasing
[O iii] luminosity. At higher redshifts (0.5  z  1.5), X-ray-
selected AGNs are also found in massive galaxies with generally
red colors (Alonso-Herrero et al. 2008), although some studies
have also found an excess of AGNs in the “green valley” between
the blue cloud and red sequence, compared to the distribution
of quiescent galaxies (Sa´nchez et al. 2004; Nandra et al. 2007;
Georgakakis et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2008; Kocevski et al.
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2009b; Schawinski et al. 2009b; Treister et al. 2009). The
differences in host galaxies between AGNs of different types
suggest that the process of nuclear accretion is related to the
mass and age of the host galaxy.
Further constraints on the links between AGNs and galaxies
come from the clustering of AGNs and their local galaxy en-
vironments. Among quiescent galaxies, red galaxies are more
strongly clustered, and therefore are found in denser environ-
ments, than blue galaxies (for some recent results see, e.g.,
Zehavi et al. 2005; Coil et al. 2008). Clustering measurements
on scales 1 Mpc allow us to estimate the masses of the dark
matter halos in which galaxies reside (e.g., Sheth & Tormen
1999). There is evidence that the evolution of galaxies is strongly
linked to host halo mass (e.g., Faber et al. 2007), and similar re-
lationships may also exist for AGN activity. Previous works have
found somewhat differing results for AGN clustering and en-
vironments, largely owing to different samples of sources (see
Brown et al. 2001, for a summary of previous results). How-
ever, a general picture has emerged in which radio-loud AGNs
are found in dense environments, and massive halos, similar to
galaxy clusters, while radio-quiet AGNs are found in poorer
environments similar to field galaxies.
Recently, with large surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), the 2dF QSO Redshift Survey
(Croom et al. 2004), and the DEEP2 survey (Davis et al. 2003),
AGN–galaxy clustering results have been placed on firmer
statistical footing. Studies of the autocorrelation of optically
selected quasars from the 2dF and SDSS showed that their
clustering amplitude increases with redshift out to z ∼ 3,
indicating that at all redshifts they inhabit dark matter halos of
similar characteristic mass ∼3 × 1012 M (Porciani et al. 2004;
Croom et al. 2005; Coil et al. 2007; Myers et al. 2007; Shen
et al. 2007; da ˆAngela et al. 2008; Padmanabhan et al. 2009).
This suggests that luminous quasar activity is related to the mass
of the surrounding dark matter halo. Among lower luminosity
optically selected AGNs from the SDSS, the Seyfert galaxies are
generally less clustered than the full galaxy sample (Kauffmann
et al. 2004), but show comparable large-scale clustering to
control samples of quiescent galaxies with similar properties
to the AGN hosts (Li et al. 2006; Mandelbaum et al. 2009).
Very low luminosity AGNs (low ionization nuclear emission
regions (LINERs)) show no significant bias relative to normal
galaxies9 (Miller et al. 2003; Constantin & Vogeley 2006). At
higher redshifts, Coil et al. (2007) found that quasars in the
DEEP2 fields at z ∼ 1 show a slight antibias (although at the 1–
2σ level) relative to all galaxies, similar to the antibias observed
for blue galaxies.
X-ray AGNs are generally strongly clustered and reside
in relatively dense environments. Studies of the spatial auto-
correlation of X-ray AGNs detected with Chandra and XMM-
Newton (e.g., Basilakos et al. 2004, Gilli et al. 2005, Yang et al.
2006, Puccetti et al. 2006, Miyaji et al. 2007) generally obtain
relatively large clustering amplitudes (although with differing
results that may reflect a variation in clustering with X-ray flux;
Plionis et al. 2008). Recently, Coil et al. (2009) found that X-
ray AGNs in the Extended Groth Strip are significantly biased
relative to galaxies in the DEEP2 survey, in contrast to the results
for optical quasars. Correspondingly, Georgakakis et al. (2007)
showed that X-ray AGNs in DEEP2 at z ∼ 1 generally lie in
overdense regions, while in the Extended Chandra Deep Field
9 Throughout this paper, the terms “quiescent” or “normal” refer to galaxies
with no detected AGN activity, but do include star-forming galaxies.
South, Silverman et al. (2008) found that AGNs in “green” hosts
at 0.4 < z < 1.1 preferentially reside in large-scale structures
such as walls or filaments. Other recent works (Lehmer et al.
2009; Kocevski et al. 2009a; Galametz et al. 2009) have found
an enhancement of the density of X-ray-selected AGNs in large-
scale structures at relatively high redshifts (z  0.9). However,
the significance of the results for X-ray AGNs has been limited
by relatively small AGN samples.
Compared to X-ray-selected sources, radio-selected AGN are
found in even denser environments including X-ray groups and
clusters (e.g., Croston et al.). Radio AGNs show strong spatial
clustering similar to local elliptical galaxies (e.g., Mandelbaum
et al. 2009; Wake et al. 2008), with evidence for higher amplitude
for more powerful sources (e.g., Overzier et al. 2003).
These results indicate that AGNs selected using different
techniques represent separate populations, with differences
in host galaxies, environments, and accretion modes. Large
redshift surveys with extensive multiwavelength coverage now
make it possible to explore, within the same uniform data set, (1)
host galaxies, (2) clustering, and thus dark matter halo masses,
and (3) Eddington ratios of AGNs selected by these different
techniques.
In this paper, we study a sample of AGNs in the redshift
interval 0.25 < z < 0.8, using spectroscopic redshifts from the
AGN and Galaxy Evolution Survey (AGES). We focus on AGNs
selected in the radio, X-ray, and infrared (IR) bands, which
provide relatively efficient and unbiased ways of identifying
certain populations of AGNs (for a review see Mushotzky
2004). We do not, in general, use optical spectral diagnostics for
selecting AGNs, because of selection effects that can arise from
the low-resolution fiber spectroscopy of some of the sources.
We place particular emphasis on obscured or optically faint
AGNs, for which we can study the optical properties of their
host galaxies. For these objects we can also measure host
galaxy bulge luminosities and thus estimate black hole masses
(assuming an Lbul–MBH relation), in order to derive Eddington
ratios.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the Boo¨tes multiwavelength data set. In Section 3, we describe
the main AGES galaxy sample, and in Section 4, we discuss the
samples of radio, X-ray, and IR-selected AGNs. In Section 5,
we present results on the colors and luminosities of AGN host
galaxies. We describe our correlation analysis in Section 6, and
present the results, along with estimates of dark matter halo
mass, in Section 7. In Section 8, we calculate average X-ray
spectra and Eddington ratios for the different samples of AGNs.
In Section 9, we discuss our results in terms of a simple picture
of AGN and galaxy evolution, in which luminous quasar activity
and the termination of star formation occur at a characteristic
dark matter halo mass. We summarize our results in Section 10.
We also include two appendices that describe (Appendix A)
our correction for AGN contamination of host galaxy colors,
and (Appendix B) limits on the contamination of the IR AGN
sample by star-forming galaxies.
Throughout this paper we assume a lambda cold dark matter
(ΛCDM) cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. For di-
rect comparison with other works, we assume H0 = 70 km s−1
Mpc−1, except for comoving distances and absolute magnitudes,
which are explicitly given in terms of h = H0/(100 km s−1
Mpc−1). The NOAO Deep Wide-Field Survey (NDWFS) pho-
tometry in the BW , R, and I bands is presented in Vega mag-
nitudes, while magnitudes in the SDSS u and r bands are AB
normalized. All quoted uncertainties are 1σ (68% confidence).
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2. OBSERVATIONS
The 9 deg2 survey region in Boo¨tes covered by the NDWFS
(Jannuzi & Dey 1999) is unique among extragalactic multi-
wavelength surveys in its wide field and uniform coverage using
space- and ground-based observatories, including the Chandra
X-Ray Observatory and the Spitzer Space Telescope (SST). Ex-
tensive optical spectroscopy makes this field especially well
suited for studying the statistical properties of a large number
of AGNs (C. Kochanek et al. 2009, in preparation). The areas
covered by the X-ray, optical, infrared, and radio surveys are
shown in Figure 1.
Redshifts for this study come from AGES, which used the
Hectospec multifiber spectrograph on the MMT (Fabricant
et al. 2005). We use AGES Data Release 2 (DR 2), which
consists of all the AGES spectra taken in 2004–2006. The
2004 observations covered 15 pointings for a total area of
7.9 deg2, which we define to be the main AGES survey region.
In the 2004 observations, targets include (1) all extended
sources (i.e., galaxies, see Section 4.4) with R  19.2 (2) a
randomly selected sample of 20% of all extended sources with
19 < R  20, (3) all extended sources withR  20 and Infrared
Array Camera (IRAC) 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 μm magnitudes
15.2, 15.2, 14.7, and 13.2, respectively. In addition, (4) fainter
sources were observed, selected mainly from objects that are
counterparts of Chandra X-ray sources (Murray et al. 2005;
Brand et al. 2006a; Kenter et al. 2005), radio sources from the
Very Large Array (VLA) FIRST survey (Becker et al. 1995), and
objects selected from 24 μm observations with the Multiband
Imaging Photometer (MIPS) for Spitzer (E. Le Floc’h et al.
2009, in preparation). AGES DR 2 contains I-selected targets
with I  21.5 for point sources and I  20.5 for extended
sources.
AGES redshifts and spectral classifications follow the pro-
cedures used by SDSS. Redshifts are measured by comparing
the extracted spectroscopy to the grid of galaxy templates, and
choosing the combination of template and redshift that mini-
mizes the χ2 between the data and the model. Good redshifts
are defined to be those that do not have a second minimum
in χ2 that is within 0.01 in reduced χ2 to the best-fit value.
All redshifts were examined by eye and bad fits were flagged
manually.
Optical photometry from NDWFS was used for the selection
of AGES targets and to derive optical colors and fluxes for
AGES sources. NDWFS images were obtained with the Mosaic-
1 camera on the 4 m Mayall Telescope at Kitt Peak National
Observatory, with 50% completeness limits of 26.7, 25.0, and
24.9 mag, in the BW , R, and I bands, respectively. Photometry
is derived using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
Radio data are taken from the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT) 1.4 GHz radio survey that covers ≈7 deg2 in
the center of the NDWFS field (de Vries et al. 2002). 3035 radio
sources are detected in the AGES survey region, to a limiting
flux of ≈0.1 mJy and beam size 13′′ × 27′′. Centroid positions
of the radio sources are measured to 0.′′4.
X-ray data are taken from the XBoo¨tes survey, which covers
the full AGES spectroscopic region. The XBoo¨tes mosaic
consists of 126 5 ks Chandra ACIS-I exposures and is the largest
contiguous field observed to date with Chandra (Murray et al.
2005). Owing to the shallow exposures and low background
in the ACIS detector, X-ray sources can be detected to high
significance with as few as four counts. The XBoo¨tes catalog
contains 3293 X-ray point sources with four or more counts
(Kenter et al. 2005), and of these, 2724 lie in the AGES survey
region.
Mid-IR observations are taken from the Spitzer IRAC Shallow
Survey (Eisenhardt et al. 2004), which covers the full AGES
field in all four IRAC bands (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 μm), with 5σ
flux limits of 6.4, 8.8, 51, and 50 μJy respectively. The IRAC
photometry is described in detail in Brodwin et al. (2006). The
catalog contains 15,488 sources detected in all four IRAC bands,
and of these, 14,069 lie within the AGES survey region.
3. GALAXY SAMPLE
The first step in our analysis is to define a statistical sample
of galaxies from the AGES catalog. These galaxies will be used
to provide a comparison sample against which we can compare
the properties of AGN host galaxies. These galaxies will also be
used to determine the spatial cross-correlation between AGNs
and normal galaxies, and so to derive AGN clustering.
The statistical galaxy sample consists of AGES galaxy targets
with the flux limit I < 20. We outline the key aspects of the
statistical galaxy sample here, while full details will be presented
by D. Eisenstein et al. (2009, in preparation). AGES galaxy
targets must satisfy quality cuts in the I band and either the BW
and R bands in the NDWFS imaging. In addition, all objects in
the sample must have good detections (SExtractor FLAGS < 8)
in all three bands, to allow for K corrections (this eliminates
very few sources). In addition, objects must be detected as an
extended source (see Section 4.4) in at least one of the three
bands.
In this analysis, we use the auto (Kron) I-band magnitude;
however, in some regions the I-band photometry suffers from
low-surface-brightness halos around bright stars, which causes
the Kron galaxy magnitudes to be overly bright. To correct
for this, we define the IR magnitude constructed from the sum
of the R band Kron magnitude and the R−I color derived
from 6′′ aperture magnitudes. We then compare IR and the
I (Kron) magnitude and compute Itot, which consists of the
fainter magnitude (if the two differ significantly) and otherwise
is the average of the two magnitudes. Itot is typically 0.01–
0.09 mag fainter than the I (Kron) magnitude. We cut the sample
at Itot < 19.95, which excludes 2% of the galaxies with Kron
magnitude I < 20. The positions on the sky of the AGES
galaxies with 0.25 < z < 0.8 are shown in Figure 2, and their
redshift distribution is shown in Figure 3.
3.1. Sampling Weights
For the targets that pass the above criteria, a complicated
set of random sparse sampling criteria were used to select
objects for observation. In general, 100% of bright (I < 18.5)
galaxies were observed, while the sampling rate for sources with
18.5 < I < 20 was 20%–30% (depending on whether they pass
flux cuts in interesting UV, optical, or IR bands). In addition,
many galaxies were assigned fibers (and obtained redshifts) as
part of the AGES observations, but were not systematically
targeted. Some of these redshifts correspond to X-ray or radio-
selected AGNs and so are used in this analysis. However, these
objects are not included in the “main” statistical galaxy sample
that we use for AGN–galaxy cross-correlation. The main AGES
sample includes only those galaxies that were systematically
targeted in the random sampling.
For each target in the main AGES sample that has a well-
determined redshift, we assign a series of sampling weights.
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First, we assign a sparse sampling weight, equal to the inverse
of the random sampling rate that is known exactly from the
target selection (that is, if 20% of the objects in a class are
targeted, the sampling weight is 5). Second, we determine a
target assignment weight, given by the inverse of the probability
that a target was assigned a fiber in the 2004–2006 observing
runs. Owing to the high completeness of the AGES observing
strategy for the main galaxy sample, this fiber weight averages
only 1.05. Finally, we assign a redshift weight, given by the
inverse probability that an object that is assigned to a fiber
succeeds in yielding a well determined redshift. We determine
this weight for various subsamples of the targets in bins of
magnitude, surface brightness, color, and sparse sampling class,
by computing the ratio of the number of attempts to the
number of well determined redshifts. The total statistical weight
W associated with each galaxy is the product of these three
weights.
3.2. Bright Star Exclusion
Owing to difficulties in obtaining redshifts for objects in the
vicinity of bright stars, objects around bright sources were not
targeted for AGES spectroscopy. The exclusion was performed
using a bright source list taken from objects in the USNO-
B catalog (Monet et al. 2003) with R < 17. A number of
these bright “stars” correspond to extended sources, some of
which are AGES target galaxies. To minimize the exclusion
of targets around AGES galaxies, the 475 objects that match
extended sources in the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006) were removed from the bright
star list before the AGES targets were selected. This leaves
6690 bright sources around which objects were not targeted
for AGES spectroscopy. Possible target objects were excluded
around these bright sources, with an exclusion radius that varied
with the flux of the bright source and the flux of the target object.
Around a bright source of magnitude R, faint target objects were
excluded out to a radius
rlimit = 20′′ + 5′′(15 − R), (1)
while brighter target objects were excluded inside smaller radii.
To minimize biases in our spatial clustering analysis, we avoid
the regions on the sky from which AGES targets were excluded.
For simplicity, we remove from our sample all AGES sources
(regardless of flux) within rlimit of a bright source, including
the bright source itself if it is an AGES galaxy. We exclude the
same regions in our random catalog (Section 3.4). This exclusion
removes 776 AGES target galaxies that correspond to the objects
in the bright source catalog, but were not matched to 2MASS
extended sources. However, all but 19 of these bright AGES
targets lie at z < 0.25. To minimize the effects of removing
the bright AGES galaxies, we restrict our analysis to objects
at z > 0.25, which leaves us with 6262 galaxies, with total
statistical weight equal to 15,653. We refer to these galaxies as
the “main” AGES statistical sample and focus on this sample in
our analysis.
3.3. K-Corrections and Colors
One powerful diagnostic for understanding the properties of
galaxies is their distribution in color and absolute magnitude.
Many previous studies have found that the color–magnitude
distribution of galaxies is bimodal, separated into a red sequence
of luminous, bulge-dominated, passively evolving galaxies, and
a blue cloud of less luminous, star-forming, disk-dominated
galaxies (e.g., Strateva et al. 2001; Blanton et al. 2003b;
Kauffmann et al. 2003c).
For the AGES galaxies, we use the 4′′ aperture magnitudes
and Itot to perform K-corrections and thus derive the rest-
frame colors and absolute magnitudes. As discussed above,
only galaxies with good BW , R, and I photometry are included
in the galaxy sample. We obtain BW and R magnitudes by
adding the BW − I and R−I 4′′ aperture colors, respectively,
to Itot. These magnitudes are in general close to the Kron
magnitudes; the mean and standard deviation in Δm = mtot −
mKron are (0.01, 0.10) and (−0.003, 0.038) in the BW and R
bands, respectively. We convert Vega magnitudes to AB using
corrections of +0.02 mag, +0.19 mag, and +0.44 mag for the BW ,
R, and I bands, respectively, and correct absolute magnitudes for
interstellar extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998), which for this field
is only AI = 0.02 mag.
We define rest-frame colors and absolute magnitudes in terms
of photometric bands that are close to the wavelengths probed by
the NDWFS photometry at typical AGES redshifts. We convert
the I and BW magnitudes to 0.1r and 0.1u, respectively, which are
defined as the AB magnitudes in the SDSS r and u bands, shifted
blueward by z = 0.1. These conversions are insensitive to the
galaxy spectral energy distribution (SED) at z = 0.42 and 0.27,
respectively. Calculating rest-frame colors in terms of these
bands allows for straightforward comparison to results from
SDSS (e.g., Blanton et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Kauffmann
et al. 2003b). The K-corrections are performed using kcorrect
version 3.2 (Blanton et al. 2003a); using an updated version
of kcorrect (ver. 4.1.4) produces no significant change in the
K-corrections.
In addition to calculating rest-frame colors for each galaxy,
we derive the absolute magnitude (M0.1r ) in the 0.1r band at
z = 0.1. We also calculate the absolute magnitude corrected
for passive evolution, assuming 1.6 mag of evolution per unit
redshift relative to the observed redshift (Eisenstein et al. 2005).
This correction varies from 0 at z = 0.1 (by definition) to
+1.1 mag at z = 0.8, in the sense that the evolution-corrected
absolute magnitude at z = 0.1 is fainter than the observed
M0.1r . The evolution-corrected absolute magnitudes are used
only in the estimates of galaxy bulge and black hole masses
(Section 8.2); elsewhere we use absolute magnitudes that are
not corrected for evolution.
Figure 4 shows rest-frame 0.1(u − r) color versus M0.1r for
galaxies in the AGES main sample in the redshift interval
0.25 < z < 0.8. The bimodal distribution in galaxy color (the
red sequence and blue cloud) is clearly evident. We divide the
galaxies into red and blue subsamples; to account for the slope
of the red sequence, we define the quantity
A = 0.1(u − r) + 0.08(M0.1r + 20), (2)
(where M0.1r is calculated for h = 1) and divide red and blue
galaxies by a cut in A. The red sequence evolves slightly in
color with redshift, so we empirically determine the median
value in A for the red sequence as a function of z; this varies
from Ared = 2.64 at z = 0.25 to Ared = 2.52 at z = 0.8. At
each redshift, we set the boundary between red and blue samples
to be 0.3 mag blueward of Ared. The selection boundaries for
z = 0.25 and z = 0.8 are shown in Figure 4. This criterion
selects 3119 red galaxies and 3143 blue galaxies in the redshift
interval 0.25 < z < 0.8. After a small correction for nuclear
contamination from AGNs (Appendix A), we select 3146 red
galaxies and 3119 blue galaxies.
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Figure 1. Map of the Boo¨tes survey region, showing the approximate areas
covered by the AGES, WSRT (radio), XBoo¨tes (X-ray), and IRAC Shallow
Survey (mid-IR) observations.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
3.4. Random Galaxy Catalog
To derive the spatial correlation of galaxies and AGNs
(Section 6) requires an estimate of the number of galaxy–galaxy
or AGN–galaxy pairs expected if the galaxies were randomly
distributed in comoving space. We therefore produce a catalog of
galaxies that are spatially uncorrelated, but reflect the selection
function of the AGES sample. To ensure that the fractional
uncertainties of the AGN-random catalog pairs are negligible,
the density of random galaxies must be significantly larger than
in the data catalog. This is especially true on small scales
(less than 1h−1 Mpc), where real galaxies are most strongly
clustered. We design the random catalog to contain 200 times the
(statistically weighted) number of galaxies in the data catalog.
For each galaxy in the AGES statistical sample with statistical
weight Wi, we generate Ni duplicate galaxies, where Ni =
200 Wi , rounded to the nearest integer. We then assign each
of these random galaxies a statistical weight equal to WiR =
Wi/Ni , so that the total statistical weight in the random sample
is equal to the total weight in the data.
We place each random galaxy in a random sky position
inside the main AGES field (and outside the bright star masks)
and offset its redshift by a random −0.05 < Δz < +0.05.
This effectively applies a boxcar smoothing to the line of sight
distances on scales of 200–300 h−1 Mpc, larger than the largest
observed structures, and so eliminates any significant correlation
along the line of sight. The redshift distribution of the random
catalog is shown in Figure 3, along with the distribution for the
observed galaxies.
4. AGN SAMPLE
We next define the samples of AGNs for which we will
determine host galaxy, clustering, and accretion properties.
For complete as possible an AGN census, we select AGNs
independently in the radio, X-ray, and IR wavebands. As
discussed above, we do not use optical spectroscopic selection
in order to avoid systematic effects in the analysis of the fiber
spectroscopy. We restrict ourselves to sources that have redshifts
from AGES in the interval 0.25 < z < 0.8, are located in the
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Figure 2. Positions of 6262 AGES galaxies in the main statistical sample
(Section 3) at redshifts 0.25 < z < 0.8. Points are color-coded by redshift.
The black line shows the boundary of the 15 main AGES pointings.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Redshift distribution for galaxies in the main AGES sample and for the
AGES random catalog (see Section 3.4). The solid and dotted black histograms
show the redshift distribution for AGES main sample galaxies (in our analysis
we only include objects at 0.25 < z < 0.8, shown by the solid black histogram;
for completeness the dotted black histogram shows AGES main sample galaxies
at z < 0.25). The red dashed histogram shows the redshift distribution for the
random galaxy catalog. For clarity, the histogram values for the random galaxies
are divided by 200, since the random sample contains 200 times as many objects
as the (statistically weighted) observed galaxy sample. Note that the observed
galaxy histogram is not normalized by statistical weights.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
main AGES field, and are away from bright stars, as described
in Section 3. In this section, we describe the selection criteria
and AGN samples.
4.1. Radio AGNs
We first select AGNs in the radio. The AGES catalog contains
525 matches (within 2′′) to WSRT radio sources, of which 245
are in the AGES field and in the interval 0.25 < z < 0.8 (note
that the WSRT field is ≈7 deg2 and does not cover the full AGES
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Figure 4. (a) Rest-frame optical luminosities and colors for AGES galaxies. The
contours and points show the distribution of rest-frame 0.1(u− r) color vs. M0.1r
absolute magnitude (not corrected for passive evolution), for AGES galaxies in
the statistical sample in the redshift interval 0.25 < z < 0.8 (points are left out
in the region covered by contours). The diagonal dashed lines show the empirical
division between red and blue galaxy samples for z = 0.25 (top) and z = 0.8
(bottom). (b) Distribution in the color parameter A (see Equation (2)) for AGES
galaxies at 0.25 < z < 0.8, showing the “red sequence” and “blue cloud.” The
boundaries between red and blue galaxies at z = 0.25 and z = 0.8 are shown as
dashed lines, as in (a). The dotted line shows the distribution including galaxies
at z < 0.25, which include many lower luminosity blue galaxies, and which
more clearly shows the “green valley.”
spectroscopic region, as shown in Figure 1). None of the radio
sources match more than one AGES galaxy.
For each radio source we calculate the radio power P1.4 GHz
(in W Hz−1). To obtain the rest-frame power we include a small
K-correction of 0.1 dex, appropriate for the average redshift of
the radio-detected objects between 0.25 < z < 0.8, and the
typical spectrum of faint 1.4 GHz sources (α ≈ 0.5, where
Sν ∝ ν−α; Prandoni et al. 2006). The distributions in P1.4 GHz
and redshift are shown in Figure 6(a). For objects with low radio
power, the observed emission can be powered by either AGN
activity or star formation. It is possible to separate AGNs from
star-forming galaxies based on a combination of P1.4 GHz and
optical spectral features such as Hα luminosity (e.g., Kauffmann
et al. 2008); however, the required fits to the optical spectra for
the AGES galaxies are not currently available. To minimize
the number of star-forming galaxies, we restrict our sample
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Figure 5. Positions of 585 AGNs in the main AGES field. We show AGNs
selected in the radio (orange circles), X-rays (green stars), and IR (red squares)
that lie in the main AGES field and away from bright stars, and in the redshift
interval 0.25 < z < 0.8. The solid line shows the boundary of the main AGES
field.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
to the 122 sources with log P1.4 GHz > 23.8. In low-redshift
samples, almost all galaxies with radio power above this cut
are AGNs (see Figure 1 of Kauffmann et al. 2008).10 All the
radio AGNs in our sample have P1.4 GHz < 2 × 1026 W Hz−1,
and so are in the luminosity range typical of Fanaroff & Riley
(1974) type I sources (Ledlow & Owen 1996). The positions
on the sky of the radio AGNs are shown in Figure 5. To test
for spurious matches of the radio sources to AGES galaxies,
we offset the radio source positions by 1′ and reperformed the
source matching. We find only four matches, for which we
calculated P1.4 GHz corresponding to the redshift of the matched
AGES galaxy. None of the matches have log P1.4 GHz > 23.8,
indicating that there is minimal contamination from spurious
matches in our radio AGN sample.
4.2. X-ray AGNs
We next define the X-ray AGN sample. Among the 3293 X-
ray sources with 4 X-ray counts in the Kenter et al. (2005)
catalog, 362 of these lie within the AGES field, are not close
to bright stars (see Section 3.2), and are matched within 3.′′5
to objects with good AGES redshifts at 0.25 < z < 0.8. We
have excluded four objects that show evidence for extended X-
ray emission that could arise from galaxy groups or clusters
(we verify explicitly that this does not significantly affect the
clustering results). Nine of the 362 sources in our X-ray AGN
sample have two AGES galaxies within 3.′′5; for these we
selected the closer galaxy as the optical counterpart. We test for
spurious matches by offsetting the IR-selected AGN positions by
1′ and reperforming the source matching. We find five matches,
indicating contamination from spurious matches of only ≈1%.
10 Note that Kauffmann et al. (2008) assume H0 = 50 km s−1 Mpc−1; our cut
is scaled to our assumed cosmology.
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Figure 6. Distribution in redshift and luminosity for (a) radio, (b) X-ray, and (c) IR AGNs with AGES redshifts, in the main AGES field and away from bright stars.
Luminosities are the observed 1.4 GHz radio power (P1.4 GHz), the 0.5–7 keV luminosity (LX), and νLν at 4.5 μm in the rest frame (L4.5 μm). We focus on the redshift
interval 0.25 < z < 0.8, shown by the vertical dotted lines, and in the radio, sources with log P1.4 GHz > 23.8 (see Section 4), shown by a horizontal line. Objects
included in the analyses are shown by filled symbols. The dashed lines show approximate luminosity limits for the survey flux limits (note that the X-ray limit is for
an X-ray spectrum with photon index Γ = 1.8). The histograms show the distribution in z and luminosity for sources in this redshift interval. For the radio sources, the
dashed histograms show the distributions in z and P1.4 GHz for the complete sample of radio sources in the interval 0.25 < z < 0.8, while the solid histograms show
those sources with log P1.4 GHz > 23.8.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
For each X-ray source we calculate an 0.5–7 keV luminosity
from the number of detected source counts in the 0.5–2 keV
and 2–7 keV bands separately, and assuming a power-law X-ray
spectrum with photon index Γ = 1.8, typical of AGNs (Tozzi
et al. 2006). The corresponding conversions from count rates (in
counts s−1) to flux (in erg cm−2 s−1) are 5.9 × 10−12 ergs cm−2
count−1 in the 0.5–2 keV band and 1.9×10−11 erg cm−2 count−1
in the 2–7 keV band (Kenter et al. 2005). For simplicity we do
not include K-corrections, which are generally small (<5%);
for most sources uncertainty in the flux and Γ are significantly
larger.
The X-ray AGN positions are shown in Figure 5, and their
distribution in luminosity and redshift is shown in Figure 6(b).
The luminosities of these sources are in the range 1042 < LX <
1045 erg s−1, characteristic of moderate- to high-luminosity
AGNs and significantly larger than is typically found for star-
forming galaxies (e.g., Ranalli et al. 2003). We are therefore
confident that the X-ray emission from these objects is powered
by nuclear accretion rather than star formation.
We note that since XBoo¨tes sources have as few as 4 counts
in 5 ks, the fluxes of the faintest sources are affected by
the Eddington bias. For a differential flux distribution with
dN/dS ∝ S−β , the true mean flux for a source observed with
n counts is approximately n − β (Eddington 1913). At the
XBoo¨tes flux limits (S0.5–2 keV ∼ 5 × 10−15 erg s−1), β  2
(Vikhlinin et al. 1995; Kenter et al. 2005), so a source with 4
counts has a true mean flux of 2 counts (Kenter et al. 2005).
This correction is relatively small for most sources, and does
not affect our interpretation of the X-ray sources as accretion-
dominated. Correcting for the Eddington bias, all of the sources
have LX > 1042 erg s−1, so we conclude that contamination by
starburst-dominated galaxies will be small. In what follows we
use LX values that are corrected for Eddington bias.
4.3. IR AGNs
We finally select AGNs using IRAC observations. With the
launch of Spitzer, the mid-IR has provided a sensitive new
window for identifying AGNs. The mid-IR SEDs of broad-
line quasars and Seyfert galaxies typically show a featureless,
roughly power-law continuum that rises to longer wavelengths
(e.g., Glikman et al. 2006). This SED can be used to separate
AGNs from normal and starburst galaxies, whose SEDs exhibit
a stellar bump at 1.6 μm and then fall at longer wavelengths.
Several criteria have been developed to select AGNs based on
IRAC colors (Lacy et al. 2004; Stern et al. 2005) or SED fitting
(e.g., Alonso-Herrero et al. 2006; Donley et al. 2007). In this
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Figure 7. IRAC color–color diagram for all AGES sources at 0.25 < z < 0.8
that lie inside the main AGES field and away from bright stars, and have 5σ
detections in all four IRAC bands. The dashed line shows the selection region
defined by Stern et al. (2005). Symbols for radio and X-ray AGNs are as in
Figure 5. Most radio AGNs are found to the lower left, in the region occupied
by stars and quiescent galaxies (Stern et al. 2005), while X-ray AGNs are
found throughout the distribution, with a significant number in the IRAC AGN
selection region.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
paper, we use the color selection of Stern et al. (2005), which was
derived using the Boo¨tes multiwavelength data and so is well
matched to the depth of the survey. Because mid-IR wavelengths
are not as strongly affected by dust extinction as the optical or
UV, IRAC selection is particularly useful for identifying dust-
obscured AGNs (e.g., Stern et al. 2005; Rowan-Robinson et al.
2005; Polletta et al. 2006; Hickox et al. 2007).
The Stern et al. (2005) AGN color–color criteria requires
that a source be detected in all four IRAC bands. Of the IRAC
sources detected in all four bands, 2952 are matched (within 3.′′5)
to AGES sources at 0.25 < z < 0.8. The distribution in IRAC
colors for these objects are shown in Figure 7. The objects in
the bottom left of this diagram have IRAC colors similar to stars
([5.8]−[8.0] < 0.8 and [3.6]−[4.5] < 0.3); these are generally
passively evolving galaxies that are dominated by starlight in
the mid-IR. The diagram also shows a continuous sequence of
sources with redder [5.8]− [8.0] and [3.6]− [4.5] colors, which
are generally star-forming galaxies with dust features (mainly
due to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)) that move
through the IRAC bands with redshift (see Figure 1 of Stern
et al. 2005, for evolutionary tracks of star-forming galaxies on
this diagram). A separate sequence of sources with very red
[3.6] − [4.5] colors is selected by the Stern et al. (2005) AGN
criteria (shown by the dashed line). These SEDs are inconsistent
with typical emission from dust heated by star formation, and
are characteristic of broad-line quasars and Seyfert galaxies.
Of the AGES sources at 0.25 < z < 0.8 matched to the
IRAC photometry, these criteria select 238 objects. Six of
these sources have two AGES galaxies within 3.′′5; we se-
lected the closer galaxy as the optical counterpart. We test
for spurious matches by offsetting the IR-selected AGN po-
sitions by 1′ and find six matches, indicating contamina-
tion from spurious matches of only ≈2%. The positions of
the IR-selected AGNs are shown in Figure 5. For each IR-
selected AGN, we calculate the rest-frame luminosity (νLν) at
4.5 μm, L4.5 μm. The SED at rest-frame 4.5 μm is probed by
the IRAC photometry at all redshifts in our sample, and since
this wavelength is significantly redward of the 1.6 μm peak in
the stellar emission from galaxies, the observed flux is likely
dominated by the AGN. We estimate L4.5 μm by logarithmically
interpolating between the observed νLν in the 4.5 μm, 5.8 μm,
and 8 μm IRAC bands. The distribution of the IRAC-selected
AGNs in L4.5 μm and redshift is shown in Figure 6(c).
One possible limitation of IRAC color selection is in reliabil-
ity. For the radio and X-ray samples, the high radio and X-ray
luminosities are robust indicators of the presence of nuclear
accretion. The reliability of IRAC selection is less well studied
(although there are discussions of this in Barmby et al. 2006
and Gorjian et al. 2008). The most likely contaminants are star-
forming galaxies, which in some extreme cases, can have IR
luminosities and colors similar to our IR-selected AGN sample.
Our sample of AGNs with AGES spectroscopy appears to
suffer little contamination from star-forming galaxies, owing
primarily to the relatively bright optical and IRAC flux limits.
Donley et al. (2008) examined Spitzer 24 μm sources in the
GOODS-S field, and found that IRAC color-selected samples in
deep surveys have significant contamination from star-forming
galaxies, but this contamination decreases for higher IR and
optical fluxes. Donley et al. (2008) argue that the selection
of AGNs by fitting a power-law SED to the observed IRAC
emission reduces the contamination in their sample. To check
whether power-law selection would improve the reliability of
our sample, we apply the power-law criteria of Donley et al.
(2008) to objects with AGES spectra at 0.25 < z < 0.8 and
detections in all four IRAC bands. We identify 54 power-law
AGNs, of which all but one are also selected using the Stern et al.
(2005) color selection. Among the power-law AGNs, 53 lie in
the X-ray field, and 21 (40%) are detected in X-rays, indicating
that they are unambiguously AGNs. In comparison, 184 color-
selected AGNs are not selected by the power-law criteria and
have X-ray coverage, and of these 97 (53%) are detected in X-
rays. Therefore, in our sample, the IRAC color criteria are
equally or more likely to identify X-ray-detected AGNs as the
power-law criteria. We conclude that for our relatively shallow
IRAC observations and bright optical spectroscopic flux limit,
the Stern et al. (2005) color criteria are as reliable as power-law
criteria in selecting AGNs.
As another check, we carefully analyze the average X-
ray emission from the IRAC color-selected sources that are
not detected in X-rays. The average fluxes, stacked spectrum,
and distribution of observed X-ray counts indicate that star-
forming contamination in our IR-selected AGN sample is at
most 20%, and most likely <10% (see Appendix B for a detailed
discussion). We conclude that contamination of the IRAC AGN
sample from star-forming galaxies is small.
4.4. Optical Counterparts
Useful observational clues as to the nature of AGNs come
from the morphologies of their optical counterparts. Objects that
are unresolved in the NDWFS images are generally dominated
in the optical by the active nucleus, while objects that are
optically extended are dominated by their host galaxies and
have optically faint or obscured nuclei. For optically extended
sources, we can determine the optical properties of the host
galaxies, and indirectly, estimate their central black hole masses.
We therefore divide the AGN sample into two categories
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based on whether their optical counterparts are extended or
unresolved.
The sample of AGNs with extended counterparts is defined as
sources having the SExtractor parameter CLASS STAR < 0.8
in all of the BW , R, and I bands. 92%, 97%, and 99% of these
objects have CLASS STAR < 0.3 in the BW , R, and I bands,
respectively. These will be referred to as AGNs with “galaxy” (or
“extended”) counterparts. Almost all (113) of the radio AGNs,
roughly two-thirds (238) of the X-ray AGNs, and half (133) of
the IR AGNs have extended optical counterparts. For simplicity,
and to obtain the best possible statistics, we include all the
optically extended sources in our analysis. We note that, 74,
157, and 111, of the radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs, respectively,
were systematically targeted by AGES and are included in the
main galaxy sample. We verify explicitly that if we limit the
sample only to these sources (which may suffer less complicated
selection effects), there is no significant change to our results.
Although the optical counterparts of these sources are ex-
tended, the derivation of host galaxy properties is compli-
cated by the fact that an optically weak AGN can still affect
the integrated colors from the galaxy. By comparing the aper-
ture photometry for these AGNs to that of normal galaxies,
we carefully estimate the AGN color contamination and de-
rive corrections to the host galaxy colors. Details of these cor-
rections are given in Appendix A. The color corrections are
small (typically 0.1 mag), and do not significantly affect our
conclusions.
The second category of AGN optical counterparts are those
with pointlike optical morphologies. We define pointlike sources
as those with CLASS STAR  0.8 in any of the BW , R, and I
bands. The flux from most of these sources is dominated by
nuclear emission in the BW ; for simplicity, we will refer to them
as “unresolved,” but we note that many of these sources are
extended in the R and I bands in which there is a larger contri-
bution from the host galaxy. Although these objects are dom-
inated by the nucleus at blue optical wavelengths, they would
not historically be defined as “quasars.” Their absolute mag-
nitudes in the B band (estimated roughly from their observed
R-band flux) are −18 < MB < −24. Above the usual lumi-
nosity threshold defined for quasars (MB < −23), the unre-
solved AGN sample only includes 11 sources (or 23 sources
if we include unresolved objects not selected in the radio,
X-ray, or IR). Therefore, our sample of optically unresolved
AGNs would primarily be classified as luminous Seyfert galax-
ies. We note that it is not surprising that there are few luminous
optical quasars in our sample at 0.25 < z < 0.8. From the
optical quasar luminosity function of Richards et al. (2005), we
would expect only 18 objects with MB < −23 in this redshift
interval over the area of 7.3 deg2 (after excluding bright stars),
which probes a volume of 5× 106 h−3 Mpc3 at 0.25 < z < 0.8.
4.5. Overlap Between Samples
One complication of selecting AGNs in different wavebands
is that the samples overlap. Some AGNs are selected in more
than one waveband, so the different AGN samples are not
entirely independent. The various samples and their overlaps
are given in Table 1, and a Venn diagram depicting the relative
sizes and overlaps of the samples is shown in Figure 8. This
figure shows the sample of sources that lie in the area covered
by the radio, X-ray, and IRAC observations, to allow a fair
comparison between the samples.
It is immediately apparent that there is very little overlap
between the radio AGNs and those selected in the X-ray and
X-ray
Radio
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Figure 8. Venn diagram showing the relative number of AGNs with AGES
redshifts at 0.25 < z < 0.8, selected in the radio, X-ray, and IR (see also
Table 1). The figure shows only those sources that lie within the regions covered
by radio, X-ray, and IRAC observations (Figure 1). The overlapping areas
between the samples correspond to the relative numbers selected in multiple
wavebands, except for the region where all three overlap, which is slightly
too small in the diagram. There is some overlap between the X-ray and IRAC
samples, but little overlap between these and the radio AGNs.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 1
AGN Samples
Sample Totala Onlyb Radioc Also selected in Alld
X-Rayc IRACc
All AGNs
Radio 122 (122) 103 (103) · · · 6 (6) 6 (6) 7
X-ray 362 (296) 238 (192) 6 (6) · · · 111 (91) 7
IRAC 238 (199) 114 (95) 6 (6) 111 (91) · · · 7
Optically extended AGNs
Radio 113 (113) 98 (98) · · · 4 (4) 5 (5) 6
X-ray 241 (200) 187 (153) 4 (4) · · · 44 (37) 6
IRAC 133 (114) 78 (66) 5 (5) 44 (37) · · · 6
Optically unresolved AGNs
Radio 9 (9) 5 (5) · · · 2 (2) 1 (1) 1
X-ray 121 (96) 51 (39) 2 (2) · · · 67 (54) 1
IRAC 105 (85) 36 (29) 1 (1) 67 (54) · · · 1
Notes. Values in parentheses are for sources inside the region covered by
radio, X-ray, and IRAC observations (Figure 1).
a Total number of AGNs with AGES redshifts 0.25 < z < 0.8, selected in
waveband for that row, inside the main AGES field, away from bright stars.
b The number of AGNs selected in the waveband for that row only.
c The number of AGNs selected in the waveband for that row, and also in the
band for that column only.
d The number of AGNs selected in all three wavebands.
IR. This may provide an important clue as to the nature of
the accretion in these systems (Section 9). However, there is
significant overlap between the X-ray and IR samples. Roughly
one-third of X-ray AGNs are in the IR sample, and half of the
IR AGNs are detected in X-rays. These fractions are smaller
(roughly 20% and 40%, respectively) when we consider only
optically extended AGNs. The sources that are selected as
both X-ray and IRAC AGNs have relatively high luminosities;
their median LX and L4.5 μm are 50% higher than for AGNs
selected in only the X-ray and IR bands, respectively. At some
stages in the following analysis we study the properties of this
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joint X-ray and IR sample, but in most of the paper we consider
the X-ray and IR AGN samples separately. This allows our
results to be compared directly to other works that study X-ray
or IR AGNs only, but it is important to keep in mind that the
samples are not entirely independent.
It is also essential to stress that AGN selection is strongly
affected by the flux limits of the observations in each waveband.
In all three bands, our AGN selection criteria identify objects
that are dominated by the AGN in that band. The luminosity cut
in the radio, the X-ray flux limit, and the color criteria in the
IR all select objects where the nucleus dominates over stellar
processes at the observed wavelengths. However, as discussed
in detail by Ho (2008), if observations go deep enough, then
the majority of AGNs show signatures of nuclear activity in
multiple bands, particularly in the X-ray and radio. Indeed, we
show in Appendix B that many, if not most, of IR AGNs that are
undetected in the shallow X-ray survey still have low-level X-
ray emission.
We also note that most X-ray AGNs are not selected by
the IRAC color–color criteria, but in these objects the IRAC
emission from the host galaxy may mask a relatively low-
luminosity, red power-law-type SED from the AGN. Figure 7
shows that in the IRAC color–color diagram, many X-ray
AGNs lie just below the Stern et al. (2005) selection region,
which could be evidence for a low-level AGN contribution
(Gorjian et al. 2008). It is possible that these objects contain
relatively IR-faint AGNs that redden the colors of a quiescent
galaxy and move it toward (but not all the way into) the
AGN color–color selection region. However, IRAC color–color
space below the Stern et al. (2005) region is also populated
by quiescent galaxies with “green” colors similar to many X-
ray AGN hosts (Section 5), so the colors alone do not provide
evidence for a weak AGN. In the future, a detailed study of the
multiwavelength SEDs of these sources could put limits on the
nuclear contribution to the IRAC flux.
5. AGN HOST GALAXIES
Links between AGN activity and the evolution of galaxies are
reflected in the characteristics of the galaxies that host different
classes of AGNs. As discussed in Section 3.3, a powerful
diagnostic for understanding galaxy properties is their positions
in optical color–magnitude space. In this section, we examine
the optical colors and luminosities for AGNs with extended
optical counterparts (corrected for nuclear contamination as
described in Appendix A), and compare to the distribution for
the full galaxy sample.
The color–magnitude diagrams for AGN hosts are shown
in Figure 9(a). AGNs of all types have optical colors and
luminosities that lie within, or close to, the parameter space
occupied by normal galaxies, however, their distributions in
color–magnitude space are markedly different from the total
galaxy population, and vary significantly for AGNs selected in
different wavebands.
Radio AGNs are concentrated on the luminous end of the
red sequence, indicating that they reside in massive early-type
galaxies, with only a few sources detected in the blue cloud
(Figure 9, top panels). The mean and dispersion in 0.1(u−r) and
M0.1r are (〈C〉, σC) = (2.6, 0.2) and (〈M〉, σM ) = (−22.0, 0.6),
respectively. In contrast, X-ray AGNs are found throughout the
galaxy color–magnitude space, with a disproportionate number
found in the “green valley” (Figure 9, center panels). X-ray
AGN hosts have (〈C〉, σC) = (2.2, 0.4) and (〈M〉, σM ) =
(−21.3, 0.7). The fraction of AGES main sample galaxies
containing X-ray AGNs is 4.6% ± 0.7% in the “green valley”
(having A within ±0.2 mag of the division between red and
blue galaxies). In contrast, the X-ray AGN fraction is 2.1% ±
0.2% for galaxies with redder or bluer colors. As we discuss
below, this enhanced X-ray AGN activity in green galaxies
may reflect the connection between these objects and SMBH
accretion.
IR-selected AGNs have a color distribution similar to that
of X-ray AGNs, although they have a less pronounced excess in
the “green valley,” and have very few hosts on the red sequence
(Figure 9, bottom panels), with (〈C〉, σC) = (2.1, 0.4). The
hosts of IR AGNs have smaller average optical luminosities
than those X-ray AGNs, with (〈M〉, σM ) = (−21.1, 0.6). The
sources that are selected as both X-ray and IRAC AGNs are
found in a similar region of color–magnitude space to the full X-
ray and IR-selected samples, with (〈C〉, σC) = (2.2, 0.4) and
(〈M〉, σM ) = (−21.2, 0.6).
We conclude that IR and radio AGNs occupy almost entirely
separate regions of the color–magnitude space, with radio AGNs
in luminous red sequence galaxies, and IR AGNs in the less
luminous blue and “green” hosts. X-ray AGNs are found in
galaxies that are slightly redder and more luminous than the
hosts of IR-selected AGNs.
6. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Another important clue to the evolution of AGNs and their
host galaxies comes from the large-scale environments in which
AGNs are found. We derive the environments of AGNs and
galaxies through a spatial two-point correlation analysis, which
probes the clustering of sources on different comoving scales.
We first calculate the autocorrelation of AGES main sample
galaxies (and the red and blue samples separately), to determine
the absolute linear bias of AGES galaxies relative to dark
matter. Using the absolute bias, we then derive the characteristic
masses of the dark matter halos which host galaxies of different
types.
We next derive the cross-correlation of AGNs with AGES
galaxies, to determine the relative bias between AGNs and
galaxies, from which we derive the absolute bias and character-
istic dark matter halo masses for the AGNs themselves. AGN–
galaxy cross-correlation has been used since the first studies of
quasar clustering (e.g., Bahcall et al. 1969) and has two main
advantages, as discussed in Coil et al. (2007). First, it does not re-
quire a full understanding of the AGN selection function, which
may be complicated, particularly for AGNs selected in multiple
wavebands. Instead, we need to only know the selection function
for the galaxies, which is well determined (Section 3). The sec-
ond advantage is that AGN–galaxy cross-correlation has much
greater statistical power than an AGN autocorrelation, owing to
the large number of galaxies in the redshift survey (greater than
6000) compared to the number of AGNs (a few hundred).
The two-point correlation function ξ (r) is defined as the
probability above Poisson of finding a galaxy in a volume
element dV at a physical separation r from another randomly
chosen galaxy, such that
dP = n[1 + ξ (r)]dV, (3)
where n is the mean space density of the galaxies in the sample.
To calculate the autocorrelation of AGES galaxies, we derive
ξ (r) using the Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator:
ξ (r) = 1
DD
(DD − 2DR + RR), (4)
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Figure 9. (a) Optical colors and absolute magnitudes of AGNs with extended optical counterparts. Contours, black points, and dashed lines are as in Figure 4. Orange
circles, green stars, and red squares show radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs, respectively. The arrows show the typical correction for nuclear contamination for different
host galaxy colors, which range from 0 to 0.3 mag (Appendix A). (b) Distribution in A for AGNs selected in the three wavebands, compared to all AGES main
sample galaxies at 0.25 < z < 0.8 (scaled by 1/25, thick gray line). The radio AGN color distribution peaks along the red sequence, while X-ray AGNs are found
preferentially in the “green valley” between the red sequence and the blue cloud. The distribution of IR AGNs is similar to that of X-ray AGNs, although they are
typically found in somewhat less luminous galaxies with very few on the red sequence, and show a less pronounced peak in the “green valley.”
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
where DD, DR, and RR are the number of data–data, data–
random, and random–random galaxy pairs, respectively, at a
separation r. We account for the sparse sampling of fainter
galaxies by multiplying each pair by the product of the statistical
weights of the observed (or random) galaxies. That is, when
correlating galaxy sample 1 against galaxy sample 2, the
weighted number of data–data pairs is
DD =
∑
i∈D1D2
Wi1W
i
2, (5)
where Wi1 and Wi2 for each pair are the statistical weights of
the galaxies from samples 1 and 2, respectively. By including
these weights, we ensure that brightest galaxies do not overly
dominate the correlation function. We correspondingly include
the random galaxy weights (Section 3.4) in calculating DR and
RR. The random galaxy weights are assigned so that their total
weight equals that of the AGES galaxies, so that DD, DR, and
RR may be compared directly.
Following Coil et al. (2007), for the cross-correlation between
AGNs and galaxies we use the simple estimator
ξ (r) = D1D2
D1R2
− 1, (6)
where D1D2 is the number of AGN–galaxy pairs and D1R2 is the
number of AGN–random pairs. Because the selection function
of the AGN samples is not as well defined as that for the AGES
main sample galaxies, we do not assign statistical weights to the
AGNs. Therefore, we use only the galaxy weights in calculating
the weighted number of pairs, such that
D1D2 =
∑
i∈D1D2
Wi2, (7)
and correspondingly for D1R2.
In the range of separations 1  r  10 h−1 Mpc, ξ (r) for
galaxies is roughly observed to be a power law, ξ (r) = (r/r0)−γ ,
although recent work has shown evidence for separate terms
in the correlation owing to dark matter halos that host single
galaxies and those that host pairs of galaxies (e.g., Zehavi et al.
2004; Zheng et al. 2007, 2009; Coil et al. 2008; Brown et al.
2008). For simplicity, and in light of the uncertainties in the
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AGN–galaxy correlations, we will restrict our fits to power-
law models. Throughout the paper r0 is given in comoving
coordinates.
6.1. The Projected Correlation Function
With a redshift survey, we cannot directly measure ξ (r) in
physical space, because peculiar motions of galaxies distort the
line-of-sight distances measured from redshifts. To account for
these redshift-space distortions, we instead measure the cor-
relation function ξ (rp, π ), where rp and π are the projected
comoving separations between galaxies in the directions per-
pendicular and parallel, respectively, to the mean line of sight
between the two galaxies.
Redshift space distortions only affect the correlation function
along the line of sight, so we integrate ξ (rp, π ) along the π
direction to obtain the statistic,
wp(rp) = 2
∫ πmax
0
ξ (rp, π )dπ, (8)
which is independent of redshift space distortions (following
Davis & Peebles 1983). This estimator has been used to measure
correlations in a number of surveys, for example, SDSS (Zehavi
et al. 2005; Li et al. 2006), 2SLAQ (Wake et al. 2008), DEEP2
(Coil et al. 2007, 2008), and GOODS (Gilli et al. 2007). If
πmax = ∞, then we average over all line-of-sight peculiar
velocities, and wp(rp) can be directly related to ξ (r) (for a
power-law parameterization) by
wp(rp) = rp
(
r0
rp
)γ Γ(1/2)Γ[(γ − 1)/2]
Γ(γ /2) . (9)
In practice, we truncate the integral at a finite πmax, to reduce
the noise from integrating over weakly correlated objects at
large π . Here, we use πmax = 25 h−1 Mpc. Because of the
finite πmax, in order to recover r0 and γ exactly we must account
for redshift-space distortions due to peculiar motions along the
line of sight. This requires an accounting for coherent infall of
galaxies on large scales, as well as the random velocities of
galaxies on small scales (“fingers of God”).
We account for these redshift-space distortions using the
method of Coil et al. (2007, 2008). Coherent infall depends on
the parameter β ≈ Ω0.6m /b (Kaiser 1987), where Ωm is evaluated
at the mean redshift of the sample, and b is the absolute bias
relative to dark matter. For z = 0.5 (the mean redshift for
the AGNs), Ωm = 0.59. We take b = 1.23, the absolute bias
of AGES galaxies at 0.25 < z < 0.8 (see Section 6.3 and
Section 7), so that β = 0.59. For the pairwise random velocities
of galaxies, we take σ12 = 500 km s−1, which is characteristic
of galaxies with luminosities typical of the AGES sample (e.g.,
Hawkins et al. 2003; Coil et al. 2008). For reasonable variations
in β (±0.1) or σ12 (±400 km s−1), the resulting wp(rp) changes
by at most a few percent.
We then derive ξ (rp, π ) in redshift space as a function
of r0 and γ , including coherent infall and random velocities
as described in Section 4.1 of Hawkins et al. (2003). We
numerically integrate ξ (rp, π ) to πmax = 25 h−1 Mpc to
determine a model wp(rp) which we fit to the data. For a given
r0 and γ , this wp(rp) differs from that given in Equation (9) by
less than 4% for rp < 10 h−1 Mpc. Accordingly, the best-fit r0
and γ differ from those using Equation (9) by less than a few
percent.
6.2. Calculating Relative Bias
For each subset of galaxies and AGNs, we also calculate the
relative bias brel compared to the autocorrelation of all AGES
main sample galaxies. The relative bias for the red galaxy sample
is given by
b2rel =
wp(rp) [red − red]
wp(rp) [gal − gal] , (10)
and accordingly for blue galaxies. For AGNs, since we calculate
the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation, the relative bias is
brel = wp(rp) [AGN − gal]
wp(rp) [gal − gal] . (11)
In each case we derive brel as a function of rp, and calculate the
mean biases averaged over scales of 1–10 h−1 Mpc and 0.3–
1 h−1 Mpc.
The galaxy autocorrelation varies with redshift, owing to the
evolution of large-scale structure, and because the use of a flux-
limited sample means we selected more luminous galaxies at
higher z. This can affect bias measurements, since the redshift
distribution of the AGN tends to peak at higher z than that for the
galaxies. To account for this, for each AGN sample we assign
weights to the AGES galaxies and the random galaxy sample,
so that their (weighted) redshift distribution is the same as that
of the AGNs in bins of size Δz = 0.1. Including these redshift
weights, we rederive the autocorrelation of the AGES main
AGES sample, correspondingly weighting the random galaxy
sample, and multiplying each galaxy–galaxy, galaxy–random,
or random–random pair by these additional weights. We then use
this redshift-matched autocorrelation function when calculating
the bias of AGNs relative to galaxies.
Furthermore, for AGNs with extended optical counterparts,
it is interesting to compare the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation
with that measured for galaxies with similar color classification,
redshift, and absolute magnitude. To create this comparison
sample, we assign additional weights to the AGES main sample
galaxies, so that their (weighted) distribution in color, absolute
magnitude, and redshift is the same as that for the AGN hosts
(in bins of 0.25 mag, 0.25 mag, and 0.1, respectively). We then
calculate the cross-correlation wp(rp) between this comparison
sample and all AGES galaxies (again multiplying each galaxy–
galaxy or galaxy–random pair by these additional weight) and
derive the bias (on scales 1–10 and 0.3–1 h−1 Mpc) for the
AGNs relative to this cross-correlation function.
6.3. Absolute Bias and Dark Matter Halo Mass
As discussed in Section 1, the mass of the parent dark matter
halo may be a key parameter in determining the evolution of
galaxies and their central black holes. We therefore use our
clustering results to estimate Mhalo for our different subsets
of galaxies and AGNs. The masses of dark matter halos are
reflected in their absolute bias relative to the dark matter
distribution. To determine absolute bias (following Coil et al.
2008) we first calculate the two-point autocorrelation of dark
matter as a function of redshift, using the code of Smith
et al. (2003), and assuming our standard cosmology, with
σ8 = 0.9 and the slope of the initial fluctuation power spectrum,
Γ = Ωmh = 0.21. We derive wp(rp) as a function of redshift for
the dark matter, integrating to π = 25 h−1 Mpc as for the data.
We assume an uncertainty in the model dark matter correlation
function of 5% at each scale.
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For each subset of AGNs, we next divide the projected
autocorrelation function for galaxies that are matched in redshift
(Section 6.2) by the wp(rp) for the dark matter, averaged over
the redshift distribution of the sample. The mean ratio between
these two correlation functions on scales 1 < rp < 10 h−1
Mpc gives b2gal, where bgal is the absolute linear bias of AGES
galaxies with given redshift distribution. The absolute bias of
the AGN sample is then babs = bgalbrel, where brel is the bias
relative to AGES galaxies, determined by the cross-correlation
(Section 6.2).
Finally, we use babs to derive the characteristic mass of the
dark matter halos hosting each subset of galaxies or AGNs. The
halo masses presented in this paper represent the virial mass
in the sense of a top-hat spherical collapse model (see, e.g.,
Peebles 1993, and references therein). To obtain halo mass, we
first convert babs to the quantity ν = δc/σ (M), where σ (M)
is the linear theory rms mass fluctuation in spheres of radius
r = (3M/4πρ)1/3 (ρ is the background density) and δc ≈ 1.69
is the critical overdensity required for collapse. We convert babs
to ν using Equation (8) of Sheth et al. (2001), and use ν to
derive Mhalo following Appendix A of van den Bosch (2002).
If we use a different relation between babs and ν (Tinker et al.
2005), we obtain estimates for Mhalo that are similar, although
slightly larger by 0.1–0.2 dex.
We note that to estimate Mhalo, we have averaged the absolute
bias on scales 1–10 h−1 Mpc. On these scales, the dark matter
and galaxy correlation functions can have somewhat different
shapes, so that the relative bias is a function of scale (e.g.,
Cresswell & Percival 2009). To verify our method for estimating
Mhalo using the 1–10 h−1 Mpc bias, we compared the babs–
Mhalo relation of Sheth et al. (2001) to a relation derived from
the dark matter simulations of Padmanabhan et al. (2009).
Using the simulation results for z ≈ 0.5, we divided the
wp(rp) for halos of different masses (evaluated between 1 and
10 h−1 Mpc) to the wp(rp) from the dark matter model of Smith
et al. (2003; calculated using the same cosmology assumed by
Padmanabhan et al. 2009). For a given 1–10 h−1 Mpc bias, the
corresponding Mhalo from the simulations matches the prediction
of Sheth et al. (2001) to better than 0.08 dex. This confirms that
measuring bias from 1–10 h−1 Mpc scales allows sufficiently
accurate estimates of Mhalo. Finally, we check that our estimates
of Mhalo are relatively insensitive to our choice of σ8. Decreasing
σ8 results in weaker dark matter clustering and so larger babs for
galaxies with a given observed wp(rp). However, decreasing σ8
also reduces the Mhalo corresponding to a given babs, so there is
little change in our estimates of Mhalo. If we change σ8 from 0.9
to 0.8, our Mhalo estimates for AGES galaxies and AGNs vary
by less than ±0.1 dex.
In addition to top-hat virial mass, another commonly used
mass estimator is M200, which is equal to the mass contained
within the radius where the overdensity is 200 times the critical
density. For our chosen cosmology, M200 is slightly smaller than
the top-hat virial mass, by ≈20% (White 2001).
6.4. Uncertainties
We determine uncertainties in wp(rp) directly from the data,
in two ways. For the galaxy autocorrelations, errors are derived
from jackknife resampling, which generally approximates the
variance in wp(rp) derived from simulated galaxy catalogs (e.g.,
Zehavi et al. 2005; Coil et al. 2008). We divide the sample into
five separate regions (large enough to sample all the appropriate
scales) and recalculate wp(rp) excluding each region in turn.
The uncertainty in wp(rp) is taken to be the variance between
the jackknife samples. However, when calculating wp(rp) for
the AGN samples, jackknife resampling involves only a small
number of sources, so the uncertainties on different scales vary
significantly. Therefore, for the optically extended AGNs we
instead create a set of 100 random comparison galaxy samples
matched in color, absolute magnitude, and redshift (as described
in Section 6.2), but containing only one galaxy corresponding
to each AGN. We calculate wp(rp) for each of the 100 samples,
and take the variance to be the uncertainty in wp(rp). These
uncertainties are typically ∼2 times the corresponding jackknife
errors. We similarly calculate the variance in the bias (relative to
all galaxies, and to the matched sample) and the best-fit power
law parameters, to account for covariance in different bins of
rp. For optically unresolved AGNs, we cannot create a matched
sample of galaxies, so we simply repeat the calculation for the
optically extended sources of each type (radio, X-ray, and IR),
but vary the sample size to match the corresponding number of
unresolved AGNs and take as the uncertainties the variance in
wp and bias between the 100 samples.
We perform power-law χ2 fits to wp (using the uncertainties
derived from the above resampling) over the range 0.3 <
rp < 10 h−1 Mpc, from which we obtain the best-fit r0 and
γ . We estimate the uncertainties in r0 and γ by the variance
in the best-fit parameters between the jackknife samples (for
the galaxy autocorrelation) or the 100 comparison samples (for
the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation), to account for covariance
between bins of rp. We note that our jackknife resampling
appears to underestimate the uncertainties in the fit parameters
by about 3% of the values of r0 and γ , compared to variance
in simulated galaxy catalogs with comparable source densities
and number of objects (Coil et al. 2008). We therefore include
a systematic uncertainty of ±3% on the best-fit parameters
and on the absolute bias. This gives total uncertainties for the
galaxy autocorrelations that are similar to those derived from
simulations, but has a negligible effect on the (much larger)
errors for the cross-correlation of AGNs and galaxies.
7. CORRELATION RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results of the correlation
analysis and the characteristic dark matter halo masses for
galaxies and AGNs.
7.1. Galaxy Autocorrelation
As a first exercise, we measure the autocorrelation of the
main AGES galaxy sample, as well as for the red and blue
galaxy samples separately. The resulting wp(rp) for the galaxy
autocorrelations are shown in Figure 10, and the parameters of
power-law fits to the data (including the reduced χ2) are given in
Table 2. The range of absolute magnitudes for the red and blue
galaxy samples are −19  M0.1r − 5 log h  −23 and −19 
M0.1r −5 log h  −22.5, respectively. The autocorrelation of the
main galaxy sample is best fit by r0 = 4.6 ± 0.2 h−1 Mpc and
γ = 1.8 ± 0.1. This is broadly consistent with previous results
(see, e.g., Table 4 in Brown et al. 2003; Table 1 of Coil et al. 2008;
Brown et al. 2008, and references therein). The corresponding
absolute bias indicates that typical AGES galaxies reside in dark
matter halos with Mhalo  1013h−1 M.
Dividing the galaxy sample into red and blue subsets, we find
that red galaxies show a significantly stronger autocorrelation
and a steeper slope than the blue galaxies, reflecting the well
established relationship between color and clustering. The
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Figure 10. Top panel shows galaxy autocorrelations in the AGES galaxy sample.
The points show the projected autocorrelation function in the redshift interval
0.25 < z < 0.8 for all galaxies in the main AGES sample (black), red AGES
galaxies (red), and blue AGES galaxies (blue). Uncertainties are taken from
jackknife resampling, and lines show power-law fits to the data. The bottom
panel shows bias relative to the main galaxy sample, defined as the square root
of the ratio between wp(rp) for the autocorrelation of red (or blue) galaxies and
wp(rp) for the autocorrelation of all AGES galaxies. Real-space fit parameters
and average bias values are given in Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
difference in clustering between red and blue galaxies is not
simply a luminosity effect. If we select random samples of
red and blue galaxies that are uniformly distributed in bins of
0.25 mag between −19 > M0.1r > −21.25, the relative bias
between red and blue galaxies changes by only 2%. We note
that the wp(rp) is not exactly a power law, especially for the
red galaxy sample. The apparent upturn of wp(rp) on scales less
than 1 h−1 Mpc is indicative of an additional “one-halo” term
in the correlation function, corresponding to dark matter halos
that contain multiple galaxies (e.g., Zehavi et al. 2004; Zheng
et al. 2007, 2009; Coil et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2008).
As a check, we also perform the galaxy autocorrelation
using an alternative clustering measure, the ω statistic of
Padmanabhan et al. (2007). This statistic has the advantage
of being less sensitive than wp(rp) to large-scale structures
and the effects of truncating the line-of-sight integral at πmax.
In addition, it is possible to evaluate ω(R) by converting the
integrals to Riemann sums, and so it does not require binning
the data. Using the (2, 2) filter preferred in Padmanabhan et al.
(2007), and evaluating their Equation (29), we derive ω(R)
and calculate jackknife uncertainties as described above. We
perform a power-law fit to ω and derive r0 and γ using Equation
(24) of Padmanabhan et al. (2007). The best-fit values are
r0 = 4.8 and γ = 2.0, within 5% and 7%, respectively (∼1σ )
of the values derived from the wp(rp) fit. We note, that since
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Figure 11. Projected cross-correlations between AGNs and all AGES galaxies.
The top panel shows the projected cross-correlation between radio AGNs
(orange circles), X-ray AGNs (green stars), and IR AGNs (red squares), and all
AGES galaxies in the redshift interval 0.25 < z < 0.8. For comparison, the
dotted lines show galaxy autocorrelations for the main AGES galaxy samples,
weighted to have similar weighted redshift distributions to the combined sample
of AGNs. The bottom panel shows bias relative to AGES galaxies, defined as
the ratio between wp(rp) for the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation and wp(rp) for
the galaxy autocorrelation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
ω(R) involves an integral over rp as well as π , the bins of ω(R)
are not independent. We therefore use wp(rp) to estimate the
AGN–galaxy cross-correlation and relative bias as a function of
scale.
7.2. AGN–Galaxy Cross-Correlation
We next measure the cross-correlation of AGNs with AGES
galaxies, which gives us the bias of AGNs relative to galaxies,
from which we derive the absolute bias and Mhalo for the
AGNs. We first perform the AGN–galaxy cross-correlations
for all AGNs (including those with extended or unresolved
counterparts). The wp(rp) values are shown in Figure 11, and
the parameters of power-law fits to the correlation functions are
given in Table 2. We further divide the AGN samples into those
with extended or unresolved optical counterparts (Figures 12
and 13). For optically extended sources, we compare the
clustering of AGN hosts to a control sample of normal galaxies
that are appropriately weighted to have similar colors, absolute
magnitudes, and redshifts as the AGN hosts (Section 6.2). Here,
we discuss the results for the different classes of AGNs, which
show significant differences in clustering.
7.2.1. Radio AGNs
The radio AGNs are most strongly clustered, with significant
bias relative to normal galaxies indicating that they reside
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Table 2
Correlation Resultsa
Subset Nsrc 〈z〉b r0 γ χ2ν Relative Bias Characteristic
vs. All Galaxiesc vs. Matched Sampled Absolute Bias Halo Masse
1 < rp < 10 0.3 < rp < 1 1 < rp < 10 0.3 < rp < 1 1 < rp < 10 (log h−1 M)
Galaxies
All 6262 0.39 4.6 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 1.9 1 1 · · · · · · 1.19 ± 0.04 12.6+0.1−0.1
Red 3146 0.41 5.3 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1 2.2 1.13 ± 0.05 1.45 ± 0.06 · · · · · · 1.37 ± 0.08 13.0+0.1−0.1
Blue 3116 0.38 3.8 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1 1.8 0.89 ± 0.08 0.71 ± 0.08 · · · · · · 1.04 ± 0.09 12.2+0.3−0.4
All AGNs
Radio 122 0.57 6.3 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.2 3.5 1.51 ± 0.14 1.70 ± 0.25 · · · · · · 2.03 ± 0.20 13.5+0.1−0.2
X-ray 362 0.51 4.7 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.1 0.8 1.08 ± 0.12 0.66 ± 0.15 · · · · · · 1.40 ± 0.16 12.9+0.2−0.3
IRAC 238 0.48 3.7 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.1 0.4 0.75 ± 0.14 0.46 ± 0.18 · · · · · · 0.95 ± 0.18 11.7+0.6−1.5
X-ray and IRACf 118 0.53 3.9 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.3 0.7 0.77 ± 0.21 0.51 ± 0.33 · · · · · · 0.99 ± 0.27 11.9+0.7−5.9
AGNs (Galaxies)
Radio 113 0.55 6.1 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.2 3.4 1.46 ± 0.15 1.68 ± 0.28 1.03 ± 0.11 0.91 ± 0.15 1.95 ± 0.21 13.5+0.2−0.2
X-ray 241 0.48 4.6 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.1 0.3 1.05 ± 0.12 0.65 ± 0.22 1.01 ± 0.11 0.66 ± 0.23 1.34 ± 0.15 12.8+0.2−0.3
IRAC 133 0.42 3.1 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.3 0.3 0.73 ± 0.18 0.26 ± 0.33 0.70 ± 0.17 0.34 ± 0.36 0.90 ± 0.20 11.6+0.8−5.6
AGNs (Unresolved)g
X-ray 121 0.57 5.0 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 1.14 ± 0.17 0.69 ± 0.25 · · · · · · 1.52 ± 0.23 13.0+0.3−0.4
IRAC 105 0.55 4.1 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 0.2 2.2 0.70 ± 0.18 0.81 ± 0.27 · · · · · · 0.93 ± 0.24 11.6+0.8−5.6
Notes. All units for rp and r0 are in h−1 Mpc (comoving).
a Results in the top three rows are for the autocorrelation of all AGES main sample galaxies, red AGES galaxies, and blue AGES galaxies, derived using the
Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator (Equation (4)). Values in the other rows are for the cross-correlation of the given AGN sample with all AGES main sample
galaxies, derived using the estimator given by Equation (6).
b Median redshift for the sources in the sample.
c Bias relative to AGES main sample galaxies with matched redshift distributions (Section 6.2), averaged over the scales is shown.
d Bias relative to AGES main sample galaxies with matched distributions in color, absolute magnitude, magand redshift (Section 6.2), averaged over the scales
is shown.
e Virial mass in the sense of a top-hat collapse model, assuming a cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and σ8 = 0.9.
f AGNs selected both in the X-rays and IR.
g Optically unresolved radio AGNs are not included in the clustering analysis, owing to the small sample size and the corresponding large uncertainties.
in massive dark matter halos (Mhalo ∼ 3 × 1013 h−1 M)
characteristic of large galaxy groups or small clusters. There is
an increase in bias on scales less than 0.5h−1 Mpc, similar to that
seen for red AGES galaxies. This suggests that on small scales,
the cross-correlation of radio AGNs with galaxies is dominated
by pairs of objects in the same dark matter halo, which is to be
expected if these sources reside in massive systems (e.g., Zehavi
et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2007, 2009; Coil et al. 2008; Brown
et al. 2008).
Interestingly, compared to a control sample of AGES galaxies
matched in color, M0.1r , and z, the radio AGNs show no
significant difference in clustering on all scales from 0.3 to
10 h−1 Mpc. This is apparently in contrast to recent studies
that found that radio AGNs are more strongly clustered (and
have correspondingly larger halo masses) compared to matched
control samples of galaxies. For example, Mandelbaum et al.
(2009) selected radio AGNs from SDSS and found that their dark
matter halos are roughly twice as massive as those for galaxies
matched in redshift, stellar mass, and stellar velocity dispersion.
Wake et al. (2008) found a similar effect for more luminous radio
AGNs at 0.4 < z < 0.7 taken from the 2SLAQ Luminous Red
Galaxy survey, with the radio sample inhabiting ∼2 times larger
halos than the control galaxies matched in luminosity and color.
We note that the differences between these studies and our
own results are only marginally significant; if the bias of
the Boo¨tes radio AGNs were increased by 1.5σ , this would
correspond to a factor of 2 larger halo mass relative to the
control galaxies, and would match the results of Mandelbaum
et al. and Wake et al. Nonetheless, it may be worth noting that
Mandelbaum et al. (2009) studied a subsample of high stellar-
mass objects that corresponds closely to the range of P1.4 GHz
and host galaxy mass probed in Boo¨tes (assuming mass-to-light
ratios from Kauffmann et al. 2003b), and found that for these
objects, the difference in clustering between the radio AGNs
and the control sample is small.
These results may hint at an interesting point regarding
the fueling of radio AGNs. In particular, the importance of
environment in triggering radio activity may depend on the radio
luminosity relative to the galaxy’s stellar mass. Compared to the
Boo¨tes radio AGNs, the full Mandelbaum et al. (2009) sample
extends to lower stellar masses, while the Wake et al. AGNs
have similar host galaxy absolute magnitudes but higher radio
luminosities (their median P1.4 GHz is ∼3 times higher than that
in our sample; Sadler et al. 2007). Therefore, both samples probe
sources with a higher typical ratio of radio power to stellar mass
than the Boo¨tes sample (or in the Mandelbaum et al. high-mass
sample), for which we see little clustering difference between
radio AGNs and control galaxies.
This suggests that for galaxies with low radio luminosities
(relative to their stellar masses), environment may have little
effect on the fueling of radio activity. This is certainly true in
the limit of very low luminosity radio AGNs, which are found
in virtually every massive galaxy (Sadler et al. 1989). However,
the fueling of AGNs with higher radio power relative to galaxy
mass, which are less common than the low-power sources (Best
et al. 2005), may be more strongly dependent on the mass of the
host dark matter halo. In the future, a larger study that examines
radio AGN clustering over a wide range of radio luminosities
and environments will allow us to better understand how radio
activity is triggered in halos of different masses.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11, for only those sources with extended optical
counterparts (Section 5). Real-space fit parameters and average bias values are
given in Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
7.2.2. X-ray AGNs
For the X-ray AGNs, the clustering is consistent with that of
typical AGES galaxies on scales of 1–10 h−1 Mpc, indicating
that they reside in halos with Mhalo ∼ 1013 h−1 M, charac-
teristic of poor to moderate-sized galaxy groups. There is little
difference in the clustering between the optically unresolved
and optically extended X-ray AGN samples. This suggests that
obscured or optically faint AGNs show similar clustering to
their optically bright counterparts. This is analogous to the well
established results for optical quasars, for which clustering is
only weakly (if at all) dependent on optical luminosity (e.g.,
Adelberger & Steidel 2005; Porciani & Norberg 2006; Myers
et al. 2007; da ˆAngela et al. 2008), although unlike in opti-
cal quasar samples, some of our X-ray AGNs are likely op-
tically faint because of obscuration, rather than low intrinsic
luminosity. Relative to a matched sample of normal galax-
ies, the optically extended X-ray AGNs show no significant
bias.
However, on scales less than 1 h−1 Mpc, the clustering of X-
ray AGNs differs significantly from that of normal galaxies. The
slope of the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation function for X-ray
AGNs is significantly flatter than the autocorrelation function
for normal AGES galaxies, such that the X-ray AGNs are
significantly antibiased on small scales (0.3–1 h−1 Mpc). This
antibias on small scales is found for all X-ray AGNs relative to
all AGES galaxies, and also for optically extended X-ray AGNs,
relative to the control sample of normal galaxies with matched
optical properties.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 11, for only those sources with unresolved optical
counterparts (Section 5). There are only nine radio-selected, optically unresolved
AGNs, so the corresponding wp(rp) values have large uncertainties and are not
included here. Real-space fit parameters and average bias values are given in
Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
A similar result was recently obtained by Li et al. (2006) for
optically selected narrow-line AGN in SDSS. Specifically, Li
et al. (2006) found that on scales greater than 1 h−1 Mpc, the
cross-correlation between optical AGNs and galaxies is similar
to a control sample of normal galaxies, but that the AGN–galaxy
clustering is weaker on scales less than 1 h−1 Mpc. Comparing
to mock galaxy catalogs taken from cosmological simulations,
Li et al. (2006) showed that the small-scale antibias can naturally
be explained if the AGNs are preferentially located in central
galaxies within their dark matter halos, which would serve to
suppress the “one-halo” term corresponding to strong clustering
on small scales. While statistical uncertainties in the clustering
analysis prevent us from performing a similar sophisticated
comparison here, the consistent antibias on small scales for
the X-ray AGNs suggests that they may also preferentially reside
in central galaxies.
7.2.3. IR AGNs
For the IR-selected AGNs, the cross-correlation with AGES
galaxies is weaker and has a flatter slope than for radio
or X-ray AGNs. The estimated dark matter halo masses are
Mhalo  1012h−1 M. These halo mass estimates are uncertain
because at these redshifts and halo masses, babs is a weak
function of Mhalo. However, we can conclude that IR AGNs
typically reside in halos that are significantly smaller than those
that host radio or X-ray AGNs. We also note that the reduced
χ2 for the fit to wp(rp) is quite low (0.4) for the IR AGNs,
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possibly because of covariance between the wp(rp) on different
scales that is not reflected in the errors on the individual points.
The uncertainties in the fit parameters and the bias are derived
directly from resampling, and so account for any covariance
between scales.
In contrast to the radio or X-ray AGNs, optically extended
IR AGNs are significantly antibiased relative to normal galaxies
with similar optical properties. This suggests that the process
that triggers IR-bright AGN activity depends not only on host
galaxy properties but also on local environment, with AGNs
preferring underdense regions. The optically extended IR AGNs
are less biased (more strongly antibiased) on small scales (0.3–
1 h−1 Mpc) compared to larger scales (1–10 h−1 Mpc), reflected
in the flat slope of the cross-correlation function. Keeping in
mind that the relative bias on the two scales differ by only
1.5σ , this may suggest that IR AGNs preferentially reside in the
central galaxies of their (relatively small) dark matter halos.
7.2.4. X-ray and IR AGNs
Finally, we examine the AGN–galaxy cross-correlation for
objects that are selected as both X-ray and IR AGNs. Owing
to the limited sample size, we do not divide these sources
into optically extended and unresolved subsets. The clustering
parameters, bias, and characteristic Mhalo for these sources are
given in Table 2 (to avoid confusion, the cross-correlation
results for this sample are not shown in Figure 11). AGNs
that are selected in both the IR and X-rays show essentially
identical clustering to the full sample of IR-selected AGNs, with
significant antibias relative to AGES galaxies. This suggests
that the IR-selected AGNs are weakly clustered, regardless of
whether they are selected in X-rays, and are found in smaller
dark matter halos than typical X-ray AGNs (most of which are
not selected with IRAC). We discuss the implications of the
clustering results for all the AGN samples in Section 9.
8. X-RAY SPECTRA AND EDDINGTON RATIOS
In this section, we probe the properties of the accretion pro-
cess in the different classes of AGNs, by measuring average X-
ray spectra and Eddington ratios. There is growing evidence
that black hole accretion can occur in different states, with a key
parameter being the Eddington ratio (e.g., Churazov et al. 2005;
Merloni & Heinz 2008; Kauffmann & Heckman 2009), and
AGNs in these different modes may play distinct roles in galaxy
evolution. In addition, many AGNs are obscured by gas and
dust; according to “unified models,” this obscuration originates
in a roughly toroidal structure that is intrinsic to the accretion
flow (e.g., Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995). We first
compute average X-ray spectra, which can be used to detect the
absorption by gas or can possibly indicate different accretion
modes. We then derive bolometric AGN luminosities (Lbol) for
the different classes of AGNs, which we use along with the
estimates of black hole masses to derive Eddington ratios.
8.1. X-ray Stacking Analysis
To estimate the average X-ray spectra for AGNs, we use an X-
ray stacking analysis. Unabsorbed, Type 1 AGNs typically have
power-law X-ray spectra with Γ  1.8 (Tozzi et al. 2006),
but intervening neutral gas preferentially absorbs soft X-rays
and so hardens the X-ray spectrum. Alternatively, a harder X-
ray spectrum may indicate a different accretion mode than is
typical for optically bright Seyferts or quasars. Galactic black
hole binary systems show multiple X-ray spectral states with
varying spectral hardness that are caused by changes in the
accretion mode (for reviews, see Remillard & McClintock 2006;
Narayan & McClintock 2008). The “low-hard” state found in
black hole binaries is often interpreted as a radiatively inefficient
mode (Esin et al. 1997), such as an ADAF (Narayan & Yi 1995).
Unusually hard X-ray spectra observed in an AGN (particular
for a low accretion rate) may indicate a similar mode of accretion
(e.g., Hopkins et al. 2009b), as has been suggested for very low
Eddington AGNs in red galaxies in AGES (Brand et al. 2005).
Even for the X-ray-detected sources in our AGN sample,
we cannot accurately determine spectral shapes for individual
sources since most have 10 counts. However, we can use X-
ray stacking to calculate average spectral properties for subsets
of sources. Specifically, we calculate the hardness ratio, defined
as11
HR = H − S
H + S
, (12)
where H and S are the observed counts in the hard (2–7 keV)
and soft (0.5–2 keV) bands, respectively.
The stacking procedure is described in Section 5.1 of Hickox
et al. (2007). Stacked counts are defined as the number of
(background-subtracted) photons detected within r90 from the
source position, where r90 is an approximation of the 90% point-
spread function (PSF) energy encircled radius at 1.5 keV, and
varies as
r90 = 1′′ + 10′′(θ/10′)2. (13)
We subtract a small background of 3.0 count s−1 deg−2 source−1
in the 0.5–2 keV band and 5.0 count s−1 deg−2 source−1 in
the 2–7 keV band (note that we do not include sources found
in 11 pointings with high flaring background; see Section 5.1
of Hickox et al. 2007). In order to maximize the number of
source counts, we do not limit the stacking to the central
6′ around the pointing center for each observation (unlike in
Hickox et al. 2007). Count uncertainties are calculated using
the approximation σX =
√
X + 0.75 + 1, where X is the number
of counts in a given band (Gehrels 1986). Uncertainties in HR
are derived by propagating these count rate errors.
To estimate an effective power-law photon index Γ, we use
PIMMS to calculate the HR that would be observed for different
values of Γ, given the ACIS Cycle 4 on-axis response function.
For the small Galactic NH toward this field (∼1020 cm−2), the
relationship between HR and Γ can be approximated by
HR = 0.29 − 0.46Γ. (14)
It is possible that a few very bright sources can dominate our
estimates of the average HR, so we also calculate HR for only
those sources with less than 20 counts. The average HR values
and the corresponding Γ estimates are given in Table 3. As a
check, we perform the same analysis for the X-ray-detected
sources using the observed counts in the Kenter et al. (2005)
catalog (rather than the full stacking procedure of Hickox et al.
2007), and obtain essentially identical results.
As shown in Table 3, X-ray and IR AGNs with unresolved
optical counterparts have relatively soft average spectra, with
Γ  1.6. The bright optical emission in these sources suggests
that the nucleus is relatively unobscured by dust, and their X-
ray spectra are typical of X-ray AGNs that have little interven-
ing absorbing gas. Optical obscuration and X-ray absorption
are strongly correlated for most AGNs (Tozzi et al. 2006), so
11 Chandra Proposer’s Observatory Guide,
http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/
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Table 3
X-Ray Hardness Ratios and Spectral Shapes
Subset Nsrca All <20 counts
HR Γb HR Γb
All AGNs
Radio 103 −0.44 ± 0.04 1.6 ± 0.1 −0.42 ± 0.10 1.5 ± 0.2
X-ray 318 −0.34 ± 0.01 1.4 ± 0.1 −0.24 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.1
IR 198 −0.34 ± 0.02 1.4 ± 0.1 −0.11 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.1
AGNs (Galaxies)
Radio 95 −0.37 ± 0.06 1.4 ± 0.1 −0.36 ± 0.11 1.4 ± 0.2
X-ray 212 −0.21 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.1 −0.15 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.1
IR 114 −0.10 ± 0.04 0.8 ± 0.1 0.11 ± 0.06 0.4 ± 0.1
AGNs (Unresolved)
Radio 8 −0.51 ± 0.06 1.7 ± 0.1 −0.71 ± 0.27 2.2 ± 0.6
X-ray 106 −0.46 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.1 −0.41 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 0.1
IR 84 −0.44 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.1 −0.31 ± 0.05 1.3 ± 0.1
Notes.
a Number of sources in stacked sample; excludes sources in Chandra exposures
with high background.
b Effective power law photon index, derived from HR using Equation (14).
these sources are consistent with being a population of unob-
scured Seyfert galaxies. In contrast, the X-ray and IR AGNs
with extended optical counterparts have significantly harder
average X-ray spectra, with 0.8 < Γ < 1.4. These hard X-
ray spectra may be caused by absorption by gas, with NH ∼
1022 cm−2 (Hickox et al. 2007), or alternatively, these sources
might have intrinsically hard X-ray spectra owing to radiatively
inefficient accretion. In either case, it would be expected that
the sources would have relatively weak optical emission, as ob-
served. We conclude that the average X-ray spectra of the X-ray
and IR AGNs are consistent with the properties of their optical
counterparts.
Among the radio-selected AGNs, the six sources also detected
in X-rays have relatively soft spectra with HR  −0.4,
corresponding to a typical AGN spectrum with little X-ray
absorption. However, the radio AGNs that are not individually
detected in X-rays have a softer stacked spectrum; the average
number of background-subtracted counts per source are 0.41 ±
0.08 in the 0.5–2 keV band and 0.10 ± 0.04 in the 2–7 keV
band. If all this flux comes from the AGN, it corresponds to
a soft spectrum with Γ  1.9. The lack of hard X-ray flux in
these sources provides an upper limit to the contribution from an
AGN, assuming Γ = 1.8. The average AGN flux for these radio
galaxies must be S0.5–7 keV < 2.1 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 (3σ
upper limit). For the range in redshifts observed for the radio
AGNs, this corresponds to an upper limit on LX of (0.5–5) ×
1042 erg s−1.
8.2. Eddington Ratios
We further use the observed luminosities to estimate Edding-
ton ratios, which can provide insights as to the accretion states
of the AGNs. For a central object with mass MBH, the Eddington
luminosity is given by (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)
LEdd = 1.3 × 1038(MBH/M) erg s−1. (15)
The Eddington ratio is defined as λ = Lbol/LEdd, where Lbol
is the bolometric accretion luminosity of the system. Luminous
quasars tend to have relatively high λ  0.1 (e.g., McLure &
Dunlop 2004; Kollmeier et al. 2006), but some Seyfert galaxies,
LINERs, and low-luminosity X-ray and radio AGNs can have
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Figure 14. Distributions in (a) Lbol, (b) MBH, and (c) Eddington ratios for AGNs
with extended optical counterparts, for radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs. The Lbol and
Lbol/LEdd estimates for the X-ray undetected radio AGNs show only upper
limits derived from X-ray stacking (Section 8.1). See the text in Section 8.2 for
details. Radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs have progressively smaller typical black
hole masses and higher Eddington ratios.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
λ  10−2, and even as low as λ ∼ 10−8 (e.g., Ho 2002; Soria
et al. 2006; Sikora et al. 2007).
We calculate a rough estimate of λ for the different classes
of AGNs with extended optical counterparts (for which we can
estimate the galaxy stellar mass, and thus MBH). To estimate
Lbol for X-ray AGNs, we scale from the observed LX. For radio
AGNs that are not detected in X-rays, we use the X-ray stacking
results (Section 8.1) to derive approximate upper limits on the
AGN luminosity. We take the 3σ upper limit on the average
nuclear 0.5–7 keV flux, and derive the corresponding upper
limit on the luminosity for each source.
We next obtain Lbol by scaling from LX. We first convert LX
from the 0.5–7 band to the 0.5–8 keV band by multiplying by 1.1,
which is roughly valid for power-law spectra with photon index
0.8 < Γ < 1.8. We then convert to Lbol using the luminosity-
dependent bolometric corrections of Hopkins et al. (2007),
which are in the range BC0.5–8 keV  10–20. This correction
assumes that the intrinsic broadband SED of these AGNs is
similar to that of unobscured quasars. If instead the source has an
SED that is more dominated by X-ray emission, this correction
may overestimate Lbol (e.g., Vasudevan & Fabian 2007). The
distributions in Lbol for the X-ray sources (and limits for the
radio AGNs not detected in X-rays) are shown in Figure 14(a).
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For IR AGNs that are not detected in X-rays, Lbol is derived
from the rest-frame 4.5 μm luminosity. Using the Hopkins et al.
(2007) scaling somewhat overestimates Lbol, compared to the
values derived from the X-rays (for those sources that are both X-
ray and IR AGNs). This may be owing to the fact that the host
galaxy can contribute some of the observed IR flux. We therefore
decrease the IR bolometric corrections by a factor of 2 so that
Lbol derived from the X-rays and IR are consistent, and use these
corrections for all the IR AGNs. The distributions in Lbol for the
IR AGNs are also shown in Figure 14(a).
For an estimate of MBH, we first determine the bulge lumi-
nosity in the B band (LB,bul) and then scale, using the relation
of Marconi & Hunt (2003), between LB,bul and MBH. We derive
the absolute B-band magnitude of the galaxy, MB, by adding the
rest-frame 0.1(g − r) color to the evolution-corrected absolute
magnitude in the 0.1r band (Section 3.3), and then subtracting
0.1 mag for the small conversion between the 0.1g and B bands.
We then calculate LB (in L), taking the absolute magnitude of
the Sun in the B band to be 5.48.
We further require an estimate of the ratio of bulge to
total luminosity in the B band, (B/T )B , which can vary from
less than 0.1 for Scd galaxies to 1 for ellipticals. Here, we
use the morphological analysis of the Millennium Galaxy
Catalog (MGC) by Allen et al. (2006), who calculated structural
parameters (including bulge and disk luminosities) for a large
sample of galaxies. Using a subset of 8243 galaxies from
the MGC with −24 < MB < −18 (roughly the magnitude
distribution of our AGN host galaxies), we calculate the average
(B/T )B in bins of u − r color. (B/T )B varies from 0.1 at
u − r = 1 (the bottom of the blue cloud) to ∼ 0.5 at u − r = 3
(the top of the red sequence), with a variance of Δ(B/T )B ∼ 0.2
in each color bin. Using this relation and the rest-frame 0.1(u−r)
colors (making a slight correction of 0.1 mag to convert to u−r),
we derive (B/T )B , and thus LB,bul, for the AGN hosts.
Finally, we derive MBH from LB,bul using the relation of
Marconi & Hunt (2003) for their “Group 1” sample of galaxies.
The corresponding distributions in MBH and λ are shown in
Figures 14(b) and (c). Owing to the scatter in the above relations,
these MBH estimates may be uncertain by as much as 0.5 dex for
individual galaxies, but we expect the average distribution to be
accurate to within ∼0.2 dex. The method for measuring MBH
likely introduces a further systematic factor of ∼0.3–0.5 dex,
but this does not affect the relative distributions in MBH and λ
for the different samples, which are primarily of interest here.
As a check on these MBH estimates, we derive a rough SMBH
mass function from the AGES galaxies and compare with those
derived by previous works. For galaxies with MBH  109M
the optical luminosity is low enough that they are not detected
out to z = 0.8. To account for this, we use the observed
distribution of black hole masses with redshift to estimate
the typical volume probed for sources as a function of MBH.
Including the galaxy sampling weights (Section 3.1), we derive
the mass function φ(MBH). We directly compare this to local
black hole mass functions compiled by Lauer et al. (2007),
and find that they closely agree (Figure 15), suggesting that on
average our BH mass estimates are reasonably accurate. We note
that we can directly compare our BH mass function for objects
at 0.25 < z < 0.8 to φ(MBH) derived locally, because the high-
mass end of the BH mass function has evolved only slightly
since the epochs probed by the typical AGES galaxies. The
observed AGN “downsizing” (e.g., Hasinger et al. 2005; Barger
et al. 2005) implies that BH growth at z < 0.5 is dominated
by relatively small black holes, so that the change in the BH
mass function from z ∼ 0.5 to z = 0 is only 0.2 dex at MBH ∼
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Figure 15. Black hole mass function for 0.25 < z < 0.8, derived from
MBH measurements described in Section 8.2, compared to local mass function
estimates in the literature. The thick black line shows φ(MBH) derived from
the AGES data, including rough completeness corrections. The solid cyan and
dashed green lines show local estimates of φ(MBH) compiled in Figure 11 of
Lauer et al. (2007), derived from luminosity functions and distributions in bulge
stellar velocity dispersions, respectively. Our rough estimates of MBH give a BH
mass function that is similar to those derived from other methods.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
107 M, and negligible for MBH > 108 M (Merloni & Heinz
2008).
Figure 14(c) shows that the different classes of AGNs have
significantly different characteristic Eddington ratios. X-ray
AGNs have a wide range of 10−3  λ  1, while the IR AGNs
have higher Eddington ratios, almost all having λ  10−2.
The X-ray undetected radio AGNs have very low upper limits on
λ, with most sources having λ < 10−3. Although these estimates
of λ are highly uncertain, particularly for individual galaxies,
we can conclude that the population of X-ray AGNs extends
to lower Eddington ratios than that of the IR AGNs, while the
radio AGNs have very low Eddington ratios.
Finally, we note that the sources that are selected as both X-
ray and IR AGNs have a distribution in λ that is almost identical
to that of the full IR AGN population. The median values of λ for
the IR AGNs that are detected and undetected in X-rays differ
by only 0.05 dex. We note as well that the clustering of the X-ray
and IR AGNs is essentially identical to that for the full IR AGN
sample (Section 7.2.4), and that the stacked X-ray flux from
the X-ray undetected IR AGNs is consistent with having low-
level X-ray emission (as shown in Appendix B). Therefore, the
IR-selected sources may represent a single coherent population
of AGNs, distinct from typical X-ray AGNs, most of which are
not selected with IRAC.
9. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have used observations across a broad range
of wavelengths together with spectroscopic redshifts to provide
a general picture of the populations of accreting SMBHs, their
host galaxies, their environments, and their accretion modes
at moderate redshifts (0.25 < z < 0.8). As discussed in
Section 1, there is evidence for a connection between accretion
onto SMBHs and the evolution of their host galaxies. Therefore,
the properties of AGN and their hosts that we observe at z ∼ 0.5
provide a “snapshot” in the co-evolution of these objects over
cosmological time.
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9.1. A Simple Model of AGN and Galaxy Evolution
In this section, we present a simple “cartoon” model of AGN
and host galaxy evolution that explains, in broad terms, the
observations described in this paper. We base this model on four
ideas that have received much discussion in the literature on
AGN and galaxy evolution, and are supported by considerable
observational and theoretical evidence.
1. In the early universe, galaxies initially form as systems that
are rich in gold gas and have rotation-dominated dynamics
(although they can be clumpier and more turbulent than
present-day disk galaxies). This scenario is supported by
observations of high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Ravindranath
et al. 2006; Elmegreen et al. 2007) as well as theoretical
arguments for the dissipational collapse of cold clouds
(e.g., White & Rees 1978; Fall & Efstathiou 1980), and
detailed numerical models (e.g., Robertson et al. 2004,
2006; Hopkins et al. 2009a).
2. Optical quasars are found in dark matter halos with a
characteristic mass of Mhalo ∼ 3 × 1012 M that remains
effectively constant with redshift. In large surveys, the
bias of quasars is observed to increase with redshift,
consistent with this characteristic parent dark matter halo
mass (Porciani et al. 2004; Croom et al. 2005; Porciani &
Norberg 2006; Coil et al. 2007; Myers et al. 2007; Shen et al.
2007; da ˆAngela et al. 2008; Padmanabhan et al. 2009).
Quasars represent phases of accretion at high Eddington
ratios (λ > 0.1; McLure & Dunlop 2004; Kollmeier et al.
2006), in which massive black holes accrete the bulk of
their final mass (e.g., Yu & Tremaine 2002; Shankar et al.
2009; Yu & Lu 2008).
3. The processes that fuel quasars are also responsible for
the creation of stellar bulges. There is evidence that the
quasar phase is often preceded by dust-obscured phases of
very rapid star formation, which would be manifest obser-
vationally as ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) or
submillimeter galaxies (SMGs; Sanders & Mirabel 1996;
Smail et al. 1997). The process that disturbs the galaxy
and fuels the star formation and accretion can also likely
create a dynamically hot stellar bulge. Possible physi-
cal processes include major mergers of gas-rich galaxies
(e.g., Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000; Springel et al. 2005;
Hopkins et al. 2006b) and disk instabilities (e.g., Mo et al.
1998; Bower et al. 2006; Genzel et al. 2008)
4. After the creation of the stellar bulge, the star formation
in a galaxy is quenched on a relatively short timescale.
The quenching can occur because the available gas gets
used up in starbursts, or because the dark matter halo has
increased in mass so that the gas in the system is heated
to the high virial temperature of the halo and cannot cool
efficiently (e.g., Rees & Ostriker 1977; Birnboim & Dekel
2003). Feedback from an AGN may also help to blow away
gas and quench star formation (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2006b).
Further mechanical feedback (likely also from an AGN)
prevents subsequent gas cooling and keeps the system “red
and dead” (e.g., Churazov et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006;
Croton et al. 2006; Khalatyan et al. 2008).
These ideas imply a relatively straightforward evolutionary
sequence for massive galaxies and their central black holes.
Most aspects of this picture have been addressed in much more
detail elsewhere (e.g., Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000; Springel
et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006; Monaco et al.
2007; Hopkins et al. 2008a, 2008b; Somerville et al. 2008); here,
we present only a simple overview and show that it is generally
consistent with our results. Comparisons of the observations
with more detailed model predictions will be left for future work.
9.2. Evolutionary Sequence
In our simple picture, the sequence of AGN and galaxy
evolution begins in the early universe (z  6), where galaxies
are formed as gas-rich, rotation-dominated systems and contain
small “seed” central black holes. As their parent dark matter
halos grow up to masses ∼1012 M, these galaxies retain
their general morphological and dynamical properties, including
flattened morphologies, small stellar bulges, and small central
black holes. This growth of these galaxies occurs through the
accretion of further cold gas or through minor mergers (with
mass ratios >3:1) with other gas-rich systems (Robertson et al.
2006; Hopkins et al. 2009a). As the galaxies grow, their dark
matter halos also increase in mass through the hierarchical
growth of structure. The largest halos grow fastest, so that the
most massive overdensities at high redshift remain the most
massive at lower redshift, and so on for smaller masses (e.g.,
Press & Schechter 1974; Lacey & Cole 1993).
When a galaxy’s parent dark matter halo reaches a critical
Mhalo between 1012 and 1013 M, a dramatic event occurs that
triggers luminous quasar activity and thus rapid growth of the
central black hole, as well as producing a dynamically hot stellar
system (the classical bulge). One candidate for such an event is
the major merger of two gas-rich galaxies; the characteristic
quasar halo mass of Mhalo ∼ 3 × 1012 M corresponds to
the small group environment where major mergers of galaxies
with masses ∼ M∗ are most common (Hopkins et al. 2008b).
Models of mergers appear to naturally produce many observed
properties of quasars and the resulting spheroidal remnants, as
well as their abundance and redshift evolution (Kauffmann &
Haehnelt 2000; Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2008b), and
there is evidence for merger remnants hosting individual quasars
(e.g., Riechers et al. 2008; Aravena et al. 2008).
However, in addition to mergers, other types of events such
as disk instabilities (e.g., Bower et al. 2006) may also possibly
trigger efficient accretion onto the black hole and grow the stellar
bulge. We also note that other processes, such as the accretion
of recycled gas from evolved stars (Ciotti & Ostriker 2007) may
trigger a quasar after the formation of the bulge. In the context
of our observations at z ∼ 0.5, the details of the triggering
mechanism are relatively unimportant. It is sufficient only that
the primary mechanism for quasar accretion and the growth of
the stellar bulge occur together at a characteristic dark matter
halo mass, at high redshift for the largest overdensities, and at
progressively later times for smaller and smaller overdensities.
After the event that builds the bulge and grows the central
black hole, star formation in the galaxy must be quenched in
order to produce the observed population of passively evolving,
bulge-dominated galaxies with old stellar populations that are
found on the red sequence (e.g., Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas
et al. 2005), which is detected out to z ∼ 2 (Zirm et al.
2008; Kriek et al. 2008). The cessation of star formation must
necessarily occur after or simultaneous to the formation of the
bulge, since essentially all passively evolving galaxies contain
stellar bulges (Bell 2008).12 It is possible that this quenching is
a direct result of the event that fuels the quasar. Processes that
drive gas onto the black hole can also power intense star bursts
12 We note that the Bell (2008) result is only for central galaxies in groups or
clusters; see Section 9.4 for a discussion.
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(as are often associated with luminous AGNs, e.g., Alexander
et al. 2005; Brand et al. 2006b) that can use up the galaxy’s
supply of cold gas and thus halt star formation. In addition,
high virial temperature of the (growing) dark matter halo can
limit further accretion of cold gas and thus star formation (e.g.,
Rees & Ostriker 1977; Cattaneo et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007).
Simulations suggest that the transition to this “hot halo” regime
occurs at Mhalo ∼ 1012 (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Dekel &
Birnboim 2006), close to the typical Mhalo for quasar activity.
For our simple picture, the details of this quenching are not
important; it is sufficient that soon after the formation of a
massive stellar bulge, star formation in the galaxy rapidly ceases.
If the timescale for the quenching of star formation is short,
the galaxy’s optical spectrum will be a composite of emission
from the old stellar population plus a fading contribution from
the younger stars, producing “green” colors that become redder
as the young stellar population evolves. The timescale for the
galaxy to evolve red colors typical of early-type galaxies is ∼1–
2 Gyr (Newberry et al. 1990; Barger et al. 1996; Bower et al.
1998). This phase may be accompanied by further accretion
onto the central black hole, which can evolve on a similar
timescale (Hopkins et al. 2005), and may contribute to the
galaxy’s transition to the red sequence. Observations of local
(z < 0.1) early-type galaxies suggest that optically detected
AGN activity coincides with the decline of star formation and
the transition from blue to red colors (Schawinski et al. 2007),
as well as the destruction of molecular clouds (Schawinski et al.
2009a). The decline of the average black hole accretion rate from
its peak in the quasar phase (when M˙ ∼ M˙ − Edd) can occur
(with significant variability) over timescales of∼1 Gyr (Hopkins
et al. 2005), finally reaching accretion rates of M˙  10−2M˙Edd or
lower. At these low accretion rates (and the corresponding low
luminosities), the SED of an AGN is increasingly dominated
by X-ray emission (Steffen et al. 2006; Vasudevan & Fabian
2007), and may even enter a new, radiatively inefficient mode of
accretion (Churazov et al. 2005). Therefore, these fading AGNs
in “green” galaxies may be most efficiently found as X-ray
AGNs.
AGN activity may serve to prevent further bursts of star
formation. As mentioned above, at this stage the massive stellar
bulge of the galaxy will be surrounded by a halo of hot, virialized
gas. While most of this gas will have very long cooling times,
near the center (where the gas density is highest and cooling most
efficient), gas cooling could fuel further star formation. Such
cooling must be suppressed to explain the old stellar populations
observed in red-sequence galaxies and the observed dearth of
massive, blue star-forming galaxies at z < 1 (Faber et al.
2007). Once cooling is suppressed, the red-sequence galaxies
can further grow through “dry” mergers that would not induce
further bursts of star formation.
One promising mechanism for suppressing cooling in red-
sequence galaxies is feedback from AGNs, which can inject
mechanical energy that reheats the cooling gas (Tabor & Binney
1993; Binney & Tabor 1995; Churazov et al. 2002). While there
is indirect evidence for such feedback from optically or X-
ray selected AGNs (e.g., Schawinski et al. 2007, Bundy et al.
2008), the process of AGN feedback is observed most directly
in radio AGNs. In many elliptical galaxies and galaxy clusters,
relativistic jets from AGNs (detected in the radio) inflate buoyant
bubbles and drive shocks in the hot surrounding medium (e.g.,
Fabian et al. 2003; McNamara et al. 2005; Forman et al. 2007;
McNamara & Nulsen 2007). The heating rate from this process
can be sufficient to balance the cooling from the hot halo,
and might therefore quench star formation (Bıˆrzan et al. 2004;
Rafferty et al. 2006; Croston et al. 2008). The Eddington ratios
for accretion in these “radio-mode” outbursts are generally small
(λ  10−3), and the observed radiative power is far smaller than
the inferred mechanical power of the jets (Churazov et al. 2002;
Bıˆrzan et al. 2004). It has been proposed that these radiatively
inefficient, jet-dominated outbursts may be fueled by accretion
directly from the hot gas halo (in contrast to the accretion of
cold gas that likely powers high-Eddington, optically luminous
AGNs), and so is only possible in massive galaxies with large
dark matter halos (e.g., Tasse 2008).
In summary, the simple picture described above suggests
that massive galaxies undergo the following evolutionary se-
quence: gas-rich, star-forming, rotation-dominated system →
SMG/ULIRG/quasar → “green” spheroid with declining AGN
activity → red spheroid with intermittent radio AGN activity.
Figure 1 of Hopkins et al. (2008b) shows a schematic of these
various phases, for the case in which the quasar is triggered
by major mergers. The SMG/ULIRG/quasar phase evolves on a
short timescale ( 108 yr) and occurs in dark matter halos with a
characteristic Mhalo between 1012 and 1013M. The subsequent
“green” spheroid phase evolves over somewhat longer times
(∼1 Gyr), while the phase of intermittent radio AGN activity
can last for the subsequent lifetime of the system. A schematic
of this sequence is given in Figure 16. The columns represent
systems for different initial halo masses, for which the evolu-
tionary sequence occurs at different redshifts: large dark matter
halos reach the critical mass 1012–1013 M (and thus trigger
quasars) at relatively high redshifts, while for smaller systems
the sequence occurs later. Therefore, at z ∼ 0.5, objects in dif-
ferent stages of this sequence should be in dark matter halos of
different sizes, which can be probed through their clustering.
A key element of this simple model is that quasar activity,
bulge formation, and the quenching of star formation occur when
dark matter halos reach the critical Mhalo. Therefore, galaxies
residing in halos that have not reached this mass will remain as
gas-rich disks, and will not experience a luminous quasar phase
and the associated rapid black hole growth. A schematic of the
evolution of low halo mass systems is given in the rightmost
column of Figure 16. Although these objects have never hosted
luminous quasars, they can be seen as low-luminosity AGNs;
various processes such as the stochastic accretion of cold gas
clouds (Hopkins & Hernquist 2006) can fuel low-level (and
likely intermittent) AGN activity, while galaxy-scale processes,
such as the formation of galactic bars, can enhance the gas
density in the nuclear regions and preferentially help drive
accretion (e.g., Ohta et al. 2007).
Accretion in low halo mass systems can proceed in a wide
range of accretion rates; however, owing to the small black
hole masses (MBH  107 M) only the sources with relatively
high accretion rates will be detected at z ∼ 0.5 in a wide-field
survey such as Boo¨tes. The observational evidence for AGN
“downsizing,” in which small black holes dominate the accretion
density of the universe at low redshift (e.g., Hasinger et al. 2005;
Barger et al. 2005), suggests that AGNs in less-luminous, disk-
dominated galaxies should dominate the population of high-
Eddington-rate AGNs at z < 0.8. These high-Eddington AGNs
would likely be identifiable by their mid-IR colors.
9.3. Comparison to Observations
We next compare the evolutionary scenario described above
to our observational results for the host galaxies, clustering, and
Eddington ratios of the different classes of AGNs.
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Figure 16. Schematic for a simple picture of AGN and host galaxy evolution. The picture consists of an evolutionary sequence that occurs at different redshifts for
halo masses of different sizes. In this scenario, luminous AGN accretion occurs preferentially (through a merger or some secular process) when a host dark matter halo
reaches a critical Mhalo between 1012 and 1013h−1 M (this phase is indicated by the solid ovals). Once a large halo reaches this critical mass, it becomes visible as a
ULIRG or SMG (owing to a burst of dusty star formation) or (perhaps subsequently) as a luminous, unobscured quasar. The ULIRG/quasar phase is associated with
rapid growth of the SMBH and formation of a stellar spheroid, and is followed by the rapid quenching of star formation in the galaxy. Subsequently, the young stellar
population in the galaxy ages (producing “green” host galaxy colors), and the galaxy experiences declining nuclear accretion that may be associated with an X-ray
AGN. Eventually the aging of the young stars leaves a “red and dead” early-type galaxy, which experiences intermittent “radio-mode” AGN outbursts that heat the
surrounding medium. For “medium” initial dark matter halos, the quasar phase and formation of the spheroid occur later than for the system with high halo mass, so
that at z ∼ 0.5 we may observe the “green” X-ray AGN phase. Even smaller halos never reach the threshold mass for quasar triggering; these still contain star-forming
disk galaxies at z  0.8, and we observe some of them as optical or IR-selected Seyfert galaxies. The dashed box indicates the AGN types (in their characteristic dark
matter halos) that would be observable in the redshift range 0.25 < z < 0.8.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
1. Radio AGNs. Most radio AGNs in our survey at 0.25 <
z < 0.8 are found in luminous red-sequence galaxies and
are strongly clustered. In the evolutionary picture described
above, radio AGNs are a key part of the late stages of
massive galaxy evolution, after the bulge has formed and
star formation has ceased. Therefore at z ∼ 0.5, radio AGNs
would be expected to be found primarily in massive red-
sequence galaxies in large dark matter halos. Accordingly,
we find that radio AGNs are located in relatively large dark
matter halos with Mhalo ∼ 3×1013 h−1 M, corresponding
to the large galaxy groups or small clusters. The radio
AGNs are clustered similarly to a control sample of galaxies
with matched luminosities and colors, suggesting that
intermittent radio activity may be common, at least for the
host galaxies and radio luminosities probed by our sample.
We note that a small fraction (∼ 20%) of the radio
AGNs with extended optical counterparts are found in blue
galaxies, which is contrary to this simple picture. However,
some of these are likely radio-loud Seyfert galaxies and
quasars, which make up ∼10% of those populations, and
which may represent a mode of accretion more similar to
radiatively efficient Seyferts than mechanically dominated
radio galaxies (e.g., Merloni & Heinz 2008; Donoso et al.
2009).
2. X-ray AGNs. X-ray AGNs in our survey at 0.25 < z < 0.8
are found in host galaxies throughout the color–magnitude
diagram (CMD), but the distribution peaks in the “green
valley” along with a tail of bluer galaxies. The large-
scale (1–10 h−1 Mpc) clustering indicates that the X-ray
AGNs inhabit dark matter halos of mass ∼ 1013 h−1 M,
similar to the clustering for normal AGES galaxies. The X-
ray AGNs are unbiased relative to a control sample with
matched galaxy properties, although there is a (marginally
significant) antibias relative to AGES galaxies on scales
less than 1 h−1 Mpc, suggesting that the X-ray AGNs
may preferentially reside in central galaxies. In our simple
evolutionary picture, central galaxies in halos with Mhalo ∼
1013 h−1 M are likely to have recently experienced the
buildup of the stellar bulge and quenching of star formation,
followed by a decline in the accretion rate onto the black
hole. The properties of X-ray AGNs, with hosts typically
showing “green” colors and with a wide range of Eddington
ratios (10−3  λ  1) are generally consistent with this
picture.
3. IR AGNs. IR-selected AGNs in our observations are found
in relatively low-luminosity galaxies and are weakly clus-
tered, with characteristic Mhalo  1012 h−1 M. There is
a significant antibias relative to a matched control sample
of normal galaxies. The Eddington ratios of these sources
are relatively high (λ  10−2), and the clustering and Ed-
dington ratios do not depend strongly on whether the AGNs
are also detected in X-rays. In our simple picture of AGN
evolution, at z < 0.8 most high-Eddington AGNs will be
found in objects with small black holes, in environments
that have not yet reached the critical halo mass for the
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quenching of star formation. In our observations we iden-
tify IR-selected AGNs with weakly clustered star-forming
galaxies, in general agreement with this picture.
9.4. Caveats
The simple evolutionary scenario described above thus corre-
sponds generally to our observational results of radio, X-ray, and
IR-selected AGNs. However, by its nature our simple model of
AGN and galaxy evolution ignores many details and is subject
to several important caveats. In this section, we discuss sev-
eral of these issues and how they may be addressed with future
observations.
1. Central versus satellite galaxies. The model described
above may be only strictly valid for central galaxies, defined
as the dominant galaxy in the parent dark matter halo. It is
possible that the quenching of star formation can happen
in different ways for satellite galaxies that fall into larger
dark matter halos; ram pressure stripping, strangulation, and
starvation can cause a disk galaxy to lose its cold gas and
cease star formation (see van den Bosch et al. 2008,
and references therein). Further, there is evidence that for
satellite galaxies, star formation and AGN activity depend
more strongly on the stellar mass of the galaxy than the
mass of the halo (Pasquali et al. 2009). Successful models
of AGN and galaxy evolution will likely need to explain
the evolution of central and satellite galaxies separately.
We note, however, that at least for X-ray and IR-selected
AGN in our sample, the observed clustering suggests
that they may preferentially reside in central galaxies
(Section 7.2).
2. Critical halo mass. Our simple evolutionary model includes
“critical” dark matter halo mass Mcrit between 1012 and
1013 M at which a galaxy undergoes luminous quasar
activity and the growth of the stellar bulge. This idea is
motivated by observations of quasar clustering and models
of hot gaseous halos, but the details of this process are
certainly more complicated than can be described by a
single critical halo mass. Indeed, galaxy evolution models
in which quenching occurs at a halo mass threshold may
fail to reproduce the density of passively evolving galaxies
at high redshift, as well as relative numbers of red and
blue galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2008a). Further, evidence
from the evolution of luminosity function on the red and
blue sequences suggests that quenching may occur with
different mechanisms, and in different mass halos (Faber
et al. 2007). Quasar triggering and bulge formation probably
occur by some more complex process that preferentially
occurs at a given halo mass. The details of this process
cannot be constrained with the observations presented here,
but they could be tested in the future by more detailed
work.
3. Extinction and galaxy colors. The above discussion makes
note of the “green” galaxy host colors of the X-ray AGNs
as evidence that these sources have undergone recent star
formation. However, in the calculation of galaxy colors, we
have not taken into account the effects of dust extinction
intrinsic to the galaxy. It is possible that some galaxies in
the “green valley” are in fact actively star-forming galaxies
that are reddened by dust. In a multiwavelength study of
galaxies at 0.05 < z < 1.5 in the GOODS-North field,
Cowie & Barger (2008) found a significant population of
galaxies (mainly Spitzer 24 μm sources) that have observed
colors in the “green valley,” but lie in the blue cloud after
correcting for extinction. However, in our sample the X-
ray AGNs in “green” galaxies show clustering consistent
with that of typical quiescent “green” galaxies with similar
colors (Section 7.2), and stronger clustering than typical
blue cloud galaxies. Thus, it is unlikely that the majority of
the “green” hosts of X-ray AGNs are dust-reddened blue
cloud galaxies. In the future, a more detailed study of the
optical-IR SEDs and average optical spectra of these objects
would allow us to put more strict limits on the population
of dust-reddened star-forming galaxies.
10. SUMMARY
In this paper, we explored the links between SMBH accretion,
host galaxy evolution, and large-scale environment, by studying
the host galaxies of AGNs detected at redshifts 0.25 < z < 0.8
in the AGES survey. The AGNs were selected using observations
in the radio, X-ray, and IR wavebands. Key results from this
paper are as follows.
1. AGNs in the AGES sample at 0.25 < z < 0.8 that are
selected in different wavebands comprise generally distinct
populations of sources. Radio AGNs are generally not
selected in the other bands, while there is 30%–50% overlap
between the X-ray and IR-selected AGNs.
2. The host galaxies of optically faint AGNs are significantly
different between the three AGN samples. Radio AGNs are
found in luminous red-sequence galaxies. X-ray AGNs are
found in galaxies of all colors, with a peak in the “green
valley.” IR AGN hosts are relatively bluer and less luminous
than those of the X-ray or radio AGNs.
3. The two-point cross-correlation between AGNs and galax-
ies is significantly different for the three classes of AGNs.
We estimate that radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs are found
in dark matter halos with characteristic masses ∼ 3 ×
1013 h−1 M, ∼ 1013h−1 M, and  1012 h−1 M,
respectively.
4. X-ray and radio AGNs with extended galaxy counterparts
are clustered similarly to samples matched in color, abso-
lute magnitude, and redshift, indicating that they inhabit
environments typical of their parent host galaxy popula-
tions. Conversely, IR AGNs are weakly clustered relative
to a matched galaxy sample, suggesting that the process
that triggers IR-bright AGN accretion depends on local en-
vironment as well as host galaxy type, and is more likely to
occur in regions of lower galaxy density.
5. The average X-ray spectra of X-ray and IR AGNs are con-
sistent with the properties of their optical counterparts. Op-
tically bright AGNs have soft X-ray spectra with photon
index Γ  1.6, typical of unabsorbed AGNs. Optically
faint AGNs have harder average spectra, which likely indi-
cates either absorption by intervening gas, or a radiatively
inefficient mode of accretion.
6. Most radio AGNs in our sample have massive black
holes (MBH > 108 M) and very small Eddington ratios
(λ < 10−3). X-ray AGNs have smaller typical MBH
values that extend down to ∼ 107 M, and λ between
10−3 and 1. IR AGNs have relatively small black holes
(3×107  MBH  3×108 M) and high Eddington ratios
(λ > 10−2).
7. Sources that are selected as both X-ray and IR AGNs have
host galaxy properties, clustering, and Eddington ratios that
are similar to those for the full IR AGN population. This
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Figure 17. Average flux profiles for subsets of galaxies and AGNs from the
AGES survey, in the BW (top) and I (bottom) bands. Fluxes are calculated in
annular apertures of width 1′′ (the x-axis gives the outer diameter of the annulus).
Shown are the profiles for normal AGES galaxies (black solid line), AGNs with
extended optical counterparts (radio, orange dotted line; X-ray, green solid line;
IR, red dashed line), X-ray AGNs with unresolved optical counterparts (blue
dot-dashed line), and a 1.′′35 (FWHM) Gaussian PSF (black dotted line). The
AGNs in extended sources have relatively flat flux profiles similar to normal
galaxies, suggesting that they have little nuclear contamination.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
suggests that the IR-bright AGN may represent a single
population of AGNs, distinct from typical X-ray AGNs
(most of which are not selected with IRAC).
8. The host galaxies, clustering, and Eddington ratios of the
three classes of AGNs are generally consistent with a
simple picture of AGN and galaxy evolution in which
SMBH growth and the quenching of star formation occur
preferentially at a characteristic dark matter halo mass
Mhalo ∼ 1012–1013 M, and are followed by a decline
in the AGN accretion rate and a change to a radiatively
inefficient, mechanically dominated accretion mode.
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Figure 18. NDWFS I-band image of a randomly selected X-ray AGN with an
extended optical counterpart at z = 0.55. The circles show the apertures used
for determining the color contamination from the nucleus; the solid blue line
shows the inner 4′′ aperture, while the red dashed lines show the annulus with
inner and outer radii of 3′′ and 7′′, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
APPENDIX A
ESTIMATING NUCLEAR CONTAMINATION FOR AGN
HOST GALAXIES
Here, we describe in detail our method to estimate the
contribution of active nuclei to the optical colors of X-ray and
radio-selected AGNs. For unobscured, optically bright Seyfert
galaxies and quasars, the optical emission from the nucleus is
generally significantly bluer than the host galaxy, so that the
combined AGN plus galaxy is bluer than the galaxy alone. For
our study of the colors and luminosities of AGN host galaxies
(Figure 9), we have chosen sources that are optically extended
(and so not dominated by a central point source), but the nucleus
may make some contribution to their integrated optical flux.
To test for nuclear contamination, we use the optical imaging
to calculate the optical flux and color profiles of the different
types of sources. Here, we use aperture photometry derived
using the technique of Brown et al. (2007, 2008), with the BW ,
R, and I-band photometry smoothed to a common PSF with
FWHM 1.′′35 (to avoid PSF differences between bands), and
uncertainties estimated using a Monte Carlo technique.
Evidence for some nuclear contamination is given in
Figure 17, which shows the average BW and I-band flux pro-
files for normal galaxies, and radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs with
extended optical counterparts. For comparison, we also show
profiles for X-ray sources with unresolved optical morphologies
(see Section 4.4), as well as the expected profile for a Gaussian
PSF with FWHM 1.′′35, typical of the NDWFS observations. The
profiles are calculated in annuli of 1′′ width. Normal galaxies
have broad, extended profiles, while optically unresolved X-ray
AGNs have more strongly peaked profiles indicating that they
have a significant contribution from a nuclear point source. The
radio AGNs have a broad average profile similar to that of qui-
escent galaxies, indicating that on average, they have little or no
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Figure 19. Color profiles of galaxies and AGNs in the AGES sample. Shown is ΔC (the difference in BW − I color between the 3′′–7′′ annulus and the central
4′′ aperture) vs. rest-frame color 0.1(u − r), as derived in Section 3.3. The contours and points represent normal galaxies, while the open circles, stars, and squares
represent radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs with extended optical counterparts. The bottom right panel shows the same quantities for AGNs with broad lines in their optical
spectra. Optically unresolved sources are shown in dark blue, and optically extended sources are shown in light blue. In all panels, the thick lines show linear fits to
ΔC vs. 0.1(u − r) for the three sets of sources (see the text for details).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
nuclear contamination (this may be expected, given that most
radio AGNs also show little nuclear activity in the X-rays or IR).
In contrast, X-ray and IR-selected AGNs show a slight excess
in the BW band over the quiescent galaxies inside a 3′′ diameter,
suggesting a moderate contribution from a nuclear point source.
There is only a weak excess for the X-ray and IR AGNs in the I
band, however, indicating that the nuclear contribution is bluer
than the host galaxy. Therefore nuclear emission may affect the
integrated colors of the source.
For the radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs, we wish to estimate the
extent of this optical color contamination by the active nucleus,
and thus produce corrected rest-frame 0.1(u − r) colors for the
host galaxies alone. To this end, we compare the optical colors
observed in the center of AGN-hosting galaxies to that at the
outskirts, and compare these to quiescent galaxies. First, for all
AGES galaxies we derive the quantity C3–7, which is the BW −I
color in an annular aperture of inner and outer diameters 3′′
and 7′′, respectively (Figure 18). Since the observations have a
PSF of width 1.′′35 (FWHM), excluding the central 3′′ removes
most of the nuclear contribution while including enough flux
from the outskirts of the galaxy to derive sufficiently accurate
colors. We then calculate ΔC, the difference between C3–7 and
C4 (the BW − I 4′′ aperture colors). We would expect nuclear
contamination to make C4 bluer, but to have little effect on C3–7,
so that contamination should increase ΔC.
We note that the color profiles of galaxies vary with galaxy
type; early-type galaxies are redder in the centers (where they
are dominated by old, higher metallicity stars) compared to
late-type galaxies. Figure 19 shows ΔC versus the rest-frame
0.1(u− r); contours and points show this distribution for normal
galaxies, while stars and circles represent X-ray and radio
AGNs, respectively. For normal galaxies, ΔC increases slightly
with bluer 0.1(u − r); the reddest galaxies have ΔC  −0.1
while the bluest have ΔC  0. In contrast, the radio, X-ray,
and IRAC AGNs show stronger increases in ΔC with bluer
colors, indicating that some X-ray AGNs have significant
nuclear emission. The solid black and dashed green, orange,
and red lines show linear average fits to the trend of ΔC with
0.1(u − r). The trends are roughly linear; there is no significant
difference if we compute the average ΔC in bins of 0.1(u − r),
so for simplicity we use the linear fit.
Using these fits, we can derive the average nuclear contamina-
tion of the observed color as a function of the integrated 0.1(u−r)
obtained for X-ray and radio AGN. For a given 0.1(u − r), the
BW − I 4′′ color of the host galaxy (Cgal) is related to the ob-
served 4′′ color (C4) by
Cgal = C4 + (ΔC)corr, (A1)
where (ΔC)corr is a function of 0.1(u − r), and is simply the
difference between the dashed green line and the solid black
line in Figure 19. Including all radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs, the
best linear fit gives
(ΔC)corr = 0.58 + 0.20[0.1(u − r)]. (A2)
We note that, as is clear in Figure 19, (ΔC)corr versus 0.1(u−r) is
slightly different for the three classes of AGNs, but for simplicity
we use the fit that includes for all AGNs.
For normal galaxies and AGNs, the average ΔC increases
slightly with redshift; if we divide the sample into sources with
0.25 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.8, the average ΔC differs
by up to  0.2 (depending on 0.1(u − r)). However, the change
with redshift is the same for both normal galaxies and AGNs,
so (ΔC)corr (as a function of 0.1(u − r)) changes by very little
(less than 0.04). For simplicity, we therefore use the single
parameterization for (ΔC)corr versus 0.1(u − r) (Equation (A2))
for all 0.25 < z < 0.8.
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Figure 20. K-corrected rest-frame color 0.1(u − r) vs. observed BW − I 4′′
aperture color, for AGES main sample galaxies (points), and AGNs with
extended optical counterparts: radio (circles), X-ray (stars), and IRAC (squares).
Sources and broken power-law fits are shown for two redshift bins.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
For comparison to the radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs with
extended counterparts, we also derive ΔC for X-ray sources
at 0.25 < z < 0.8 with broad emission lines in their AGES
optical spectra, indicating that they are optically unobscured
AGNs.13 These objects are shown in the lower right panel
of Figure 19. Sources with unresolved morphologies (broad-
line, unresolved AGNs) are shown in dark blue, and those with
extended morphologies are shown in light blue. The broad-
line, optically unresolved AGNs typically have ΔC  0.5 and
have 0.1(u − r) < 1, and they do not show a trend in ΔC
with 0.1(u − r), while the optically extended sources show a
similar trend to the radio, X-ray, and IR AGNs in the other four
panels, although the broad-line AGNs have slightly stronger
average contamination. Since most AGNs with extended galaxy
counterparts have smaller ΔC and redder 0.1(u−r) than is typical
13 As mentioned in Section 1, in this paper we generally do not make use of
optical spectroscopic data for selecting AGNs, because of significant selection
effects. In estimating nuclear color contamination, however, these sources are
useful because the spectroscopy provides evidence for some optical
contribution from the AGN.
of optically unresolved AGNs with broad lines, we conclude
that these sources are not as dominated by a nucleus (as also
indicated in Figure 17, and that their colors may be robustly
corrected for nuclear contamination.
To correct the colors for nuclear contamination, we use
Equation (A2) to derive (ΔC)corr for each source, and so
determine a “corrected” C4, then convert this to a corrected rest-
frame color 0.1(u−r). To determine how 0.1(u−r) varies with C4,
we divide AGES main sample galaxies into seven bins of redshift
from 0.25 to 0.8, and fit the dependence of 0.1(u − r) on C4 in
each bin. A broken power-law model with a break at C4 = 3.3
gives a good fit for all redshifts; examples of two fits are given
in Figure 20. The relation between 0.1(u − r) and C4 becomes
shallower with increasing redshift, with slopes given by
Δ0.1(u − r)
ΔC4
=
{
0.73 + 1.27(z − 0.70)2 (C4 < 3.3)
0.33 + 3.17(z − 0.72)2 (C4  3.3).
(A3)
We thus calculate the correction to 0.1(u − r) by multiply-
ing (ΔC)corr (from Equation (A2)) by Δ0.1(u − r)/ΔC4 (from
Equation (A3)). The typical corrections are small, varying from
0.3 for the bluest AGNs, to less than 0.05 for the reddest
AGNs. The effects of these nuclear contamination corrections
on the host-galaxy color distribution of the AGN sample are
shown in Figure 9.
APPENDIX B
LIMITS ON STAR BURST CONTAMINATION OF
IR-SELECTED AGN SAMPLE
As discussed in Section 4.3, it is possible that the IRAC-
selected AGN sample may contain some sources whose IR
emission is powered by star formation instead of nuclear
accretion. For the IRAC AGNs that are also detected in X-
rays (roughly half of the total sample, and ∼ 1/3 of those
with extended optical counterparts), the X-ray emission is
an unambiguous indicator of nuclear accretion. In addition,
∼40% of IRAC-selected AGNs show clear evidence of nuclear
emission on the basis of their unresolved optical morphologies.
However, for 83 (or 30%) of the IR-selected AGNs that are
optically extended and not detected in X-rays, it is useful to
estimate the possible fraction of star burst contaminants.
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Figure 21. (a) Histogram of source counts for the 50 IR AGNs with extended optical counterparts that are detected in X-rays. We extrapolate the roughly log-uniform
distribution to lower fluxes, to model the observed counts for the X-ray undetected sources. (b) Histogram of total observed counts (source plus background) within
r90 for the 82 IR AGNs with extended optical counterparts that are inside the XBoo¨tes coverage area and are not detected in X-rays. The red line shows the predicted
counts distribution from a simple extrapolation of a log-uniform flux distribution observed for the detected sources.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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For this we also use X-ray emission, but are limited to X-ray
stacking because the sources are not individually detected. As
discussed in Section 8.1, the X-ray undetected IRAC AGNs
have a high average luminosity (〈LX〉 ∼ 1042 erg s−1) and
hard X-ray spectrum with HR = 0.21 ± 0.21 (or Γ 
0.2), characteristic of absorbed AGNs. The stacked signal is
significantly harder and more luminous than the typical X-ray
spectra of star burst galaxies, which have LX  3 × 1041 erg
s−1 and Γ  1.4 (e.g., Ranalli et al. 2003). This indicates
that most of the stacked X-ray flux from these sources is
from AGNs, but there remains a possibility that an X-ray-faint
population of star bursts contributes significantly to the stacked
flux.
To test this possibility, we extrapolate the X-ray flux distribu-
tion for the IRAC AGNs with extended counterparts that are X-
ray detected, and check that the stacked signal is consistent with
this extrapolation. As a constraint, we use the distribution of
source counts at each IRAC AGN position. This analysis con-
strains not only the average X-ray flux of a sample, but also the
shape of its underlying flux distribution (for a detailed discus-
sion of this technique, see Hickox & Markevitch 2007).
The X-ray flux distribution for the 50 IRAC-selected AGNs
with extended counterparts that are detected in X-rays is roughly
log-uniform (Figure 21(a)). The IR luminosity and redshift
distributions of the X-ray-detected sources are similar to those of
their X-ray undetected counterparts, so it is reasonable to expect
that the shape of the X-ray flux distribution of the IRAC AGNs
may extend to fainter fluxes. We therefore create a log-uniform
model flux distribution for the 82 X-ray undetected IRAC AGNs
that have extended optical counterparts and lie within the X-ray
coverage area. The model sources have fluxes from 0.02 to 4
count source−1 (29 sources dex−1 in flux). We randomly assign
the model fluxes to each source in the sample.
We next calculate an estimated background X-ray flux from
each undetected IRAC AGN, given the average background
surface brightness in the 0.5–7 keV band (Section 8.1), and
the area of the extraction aperture (given by the 90% energy
encircled radius). The background varies from 0.01 to 0.1
count source−1. Adding the background to the flux from the
model flux distribution, we calculate a predicted distribution
of source counts at the IRAC AGN positions. We repeat this
calculation 10 times, with different permutations of the source
and background fluxes, and average the results to produce a
model counts distribution.
This model distribution shows remarkably good agreement
with the total number of observed source counts and their
distribution, as shown in Figure 21(b) (note that the model is
a direct extrapolation of the observed flux distribution, and has
not been scaled to fit the observed counts). The X-ray emission
from the undetected IRAC AGNs is therefore fully consistent
with an extrapolation of the observed flux distribution for the X-
ray-detected sources.
Of course, there remains the possibility of a population of
star-forming galaxies at the faint end of the sample. To put
limits on such a population, we repeat the above calculation
but replace the faintest model AGNs with star burst galaxies,
with X-ray fluxes of 0.05 counts source−1 in 5 ks (corresponding
to LX ∼ 1041 erg s−1). We calculate the variation in the C-
statistic (Cash 1979; see also Hickox & Markevitch 2007) as a
function of the fraction of sources replaced by star bursts. The
best match to the data is achieved for the case of no star burst
contamination; to 95% confidence, the non-AGN fraction must
be less than 60%. This implies that for the full sample of IRAC
AGNs with extended optical counterparts, the contamination is
less than 40%.
In addition to the X-ray constraints on contamination, we also
note that (1) these sources would have to be highly extinguished
star bursts in order to have the AGN-like IRAC colors, and
(2) the optically extended IR AGNs show small but significant
nuclear contamination in the optical. On the whole, these facts
suggest that the star burst contamination of the IRAC AGNs
with extended counterparts is most likely quite small ( 20%).
This implies that among the full IRAC AGN sample (including
optically unresolved sources), star burst contamination is at most
20% and more likely 10%.
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